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CmPTER I
HJTROIXJCTION
Rationale«»■» Educationally speaking, we are living in an exciting
and theu^t>provoking era* Ideas and counter ideas are flowing freely*
Changes are taking place •> some good and some bad* Our entire
educational system is going through a period ef renaissance* Phenom¬
enal technological advancement, new patterns of living and envolving
philosophies in our rapidly changing world have forced a revision
of our thinking about education* Whether we believe that our schools
should lead in the promotion ef (dianges or that they should merely
interpret changes, we must develop and expand our educational con¬
cepts and practices at an accelerated pace*^
The major responsibility of the secondary school is to provide
educational experiences that offer opportunities for each individxial
child to develop in a manner that will assure his living happily
and successfully in a complex and changing society* Mere mastery
ef the subjects prescribed in the curriculum, though important,
does not fulfill this broader responsibility for developing social
competence, character patterns aixl citizenship attitudes in children*
Fjranklin A* Miller, James H* Moyer and Robert B* Patrick,
Students Activity (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc*, 1056), p* 2,
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Everj child should be provided vlth e^qperlences that id.ll afford
opportunity for his fullest self-expression. Every child should
be given a chance to develop his talents* It seems advisable^
therefore, that the secondary school should provide an activity
program which promotes pupil growth in character, personality,
and citizenship* Proponents of this philosophy or point of view
emphasize the fact that the child should develop all aspects of
his personality*
Furthermore, they believe that social adjustment, in¬
tellectual alertness, and maximum achievement thrive when there
is desirable group interaction. Obviously, the routines of the
regular classroom cannot fulfill this condition to the fullest
degree. It is at this point that the activity program concept
has received continuous and increased attention.
The emergence of these activities in the regular routine
caused educators to use various terms such as: extra or ce-
ourricular and extra-class for this facet of the school program.
That the activity program is vital to the overall school
program is predicted on the philesepl^ that activities will be
life-like, through whidi one finds recreation, social skills
and hobby skills which can be carried into adult life. Worth¬
while objectives of the program are usually listed as fellows:
1. To vitalize curricular experiences
2* To develop hobby skills
3* To provide citizenship training
h* To develop social conqpetence
3
5* engage In character building
6« To foster desirable cultural attitudes and
aesthetic appreciation
7* To provide the opportunity for self-expression^
Students need to be exposed to varied experiences that vUl
enable them to and develop into useful cltizeiis.
Histerloally, this Is not a wv fidd for we know that
such activities were commonplace in Greek and Reman times* Our
modem Olympic games are based on early Greek athletic contests
and many of the sports Included in our present athletic program
originated in ancient times* In the early history of education
in what is now the United States, many Co-curricular activities
such as debating, spelling bees, and others involving the develop¬
ment of skills and social relationships are known to have existed*
Down through the years seme of these activities have persidbed,
and others have been added along the way* One reason for increase
in the co-curriculum mi^t be a realisation of the significance
of this area of learning and the necessity of our support, or it
might be that we have failed to grasp the true function of this
area, as it contributes to the total process of the education of
o
our children and youth*
^Xatirence E* Boyd, "The Activity Program of the School,"




It is obviously impossible to pinpoint the beginning of
the activities movement in the early history of our country*
At firsts ve alre toldf the colonists mere so busy clearing the
land, establishing homes» and earning a living that they had
little time for education in the formal sense* later, vhen these
colonists mere more firialy anchored, they turned their attention
to the establishment of sdioels* It mas only natural for them to
pattern their sdieol program after the programs of schools to
mfaich they had been exposed in Europe* Thus such activities as
they introduced, although not recognized as a part of the program
of the sdiool, mere engaged in largely because of tradition*
It mas not long until attempts mere made to include
activities primarily because of their functional value to the
school and the conmunity* For instance, teachers took a keen
interest in their pupils as individuals and exercised many of
the functions of guidance which are an integral part of good home
room programs; they took field trips, organized and led literary
societies for youth and adults in the community, gave instruction
in singing after school and in the evening, and at recess time
ans during the noon hour enhonraged games in mhidi the teacdier
often participated* During this period these activities mere
repcrded as extracurricular activities*^
^Franklin A* IfiLUer, James E* Ifoyer and Robert B* Patrick,
Student Activities (New Jersey: FTentice-Hall, Ihc*, 1956) p* 5*
5
The oe-eurrlcular pregram in the United States was brought
into being when educators discerned that the regular academic
learning e^q^iences did not provide the opportunity for character
building, cltijsenship training, and personality maturity in
children and youth. As this program grew in importance it was
acc<n'ded status through the award of "Credits'**
recent years the Activity program has expanded to in*
eltide all types of activities ix>t concerned with academic credit
but under the direction and sponsorship of the school* Provoca*
tively, the questions which arise in the mind of Ihe writer a3*e:
To idiat extent does the Co-curricular activity program develop
these qualities? Is scholastic achievement affected by partici¬
pation in certain types of activities? Does intelligence in¬
fluence certain types ef interest and selection of certain
activities?
Byolution of the problem*— The researcher was confronted
with a problem ihlch grew out of the Co-curricular activity pro-
I
gram* , The Activity Program had lest its status because the
ieachers and students, in turn, had lest their interest* The
investigator is keenly aware of the fact that the students and
teachers are interested in an Activity program* It is hoped
that through the "Activity Program" the attitudes, apinreciatlans,
tmd competencies dev^oped will be carried over to adbolt life*
Farther, it is hoped that these desirable behaviors will be put
to use immediately in relative work-a-day activities* It is
tbs position of the writer that an adequate activi-ty program.
6
idienev«r It exists^ tends to enhance the social, afflital and
emotional stability of the student*
The observed nal-functions of the Actlvl'ty Frogran, to«
gather with the polnt-of-viaw held encouraged the writer to do
this stud7*
Contribution to educational knowledge*— The researcher be¬
lieves that the findings from this stud^- will derive their merits
from an increased uixierstanding of the true value of the Activity
^ogram on the part of the Summer*Hill High School students*
It is further hoped that the studr yield information as to
what extent transportaticn affects the participation of the
students in the Ge-eurricular Activity Program* With this know¬
ledge, administrators and teachers will be able to discover
fruitful appiroaehes to an effective and well-rounded Activity
Program in the Summer Hill High School, Cartersville, Georgia,
1963-196U*
Statement of ths breblem*— The problem involved in this
study was to determine the differences, if any, on the variables
of intelligence, academic achievement, interest and personality
adjustment between participants and non-participants in the ee-
ctirricular Activity Program of the Stimmer HiU High School,
Cartersbille, Georgia*
Purpose of the study*— The major purposes of this study
were to determine the significant differences, if any, in in¬
telligence, achievement, interest, and personality adjustment
between the participants and non-partlelpants of the eighth.
7
ninthj tenth, eleTenth, and twelfth grades enrolled in the
Sunnier Hin School, Cartersvllle, Georgia, 1963-196U.
More specifically, the purp<»es of this research afe
characterised belovt
!• To determine neastores ef central tendency and Tariahles
en the factor of achievement for participants and non¬
participants ef the Sumner Hill School*
2* To determine the measures ef central tendency and
variables on the factor of interest for participants
and non-participants ef tl» SumMr Hill High School*
3* To determine measures of central tendency and
variables en the factor of personality for participants
aid non-participants ef the Summer Hill High School*
U* TO determine measures of central tendency and
variables en the factor of interest for participants
and non-participants of the Summer Hill Hi^ School*
5* To determine the significant differences, if any,
on achievemert between the groups of participants
and non-participants in the Activity Program of the
Summer Hill High School*
6* To determine the significant differences, if any, on
personality between the groups of participants and
non-participants in the Activity Program of the
Summer Hill High School*
7* To determine the significant differences, if aiiy, on
interest between the groups of participants and non¬
participants in the Activity Program of the Summer
Hill High School,
8* To determine the pattern of implication, if at^, for
educational theory and practice as may be derived from
the analysis and interpretation of the data*
limitations of the study*— The major limitation of this
research was that it was limited to a comparison with reference
i
to the tested significant differences 4)f these non-participants
and participants in the Activity Program in the three areas of
8
competences: (a) academic or scholastic achievement as measured
hy the California Achievement Test, (b) personality behavior as
measrnred by the California Test of Personality, and (e) Intelligence
refers to the ability as measured by the California Short-ftorm
Test of Mental Maturity.
Definitions of the terms.— The significant terms used
throughout this study are defined as follows:
1. "Achievement" refers to the level of academic accomplish¬
ment as measured by the California Achievement Test
Complete Advanced Battery.^
2. "Intelligence* refers to the mental ability ^s measured
by the California Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity.
Gonplete Advanced Battery.^
"Personality" refers to the behavior as measured by
the Califeriiia Test of Personality.^
U* "Interest* refers to the interest in those activities
specified In. the supplement of the Califorifa Test of
I^rsonaljty.^
5. "Social Adjustment* refers to those aspects of perso¬
nality development as specified in the California Test
of Personality.f
6. "Personal Adjustment" refers to those aspects of perso¬
nality development as specified in the California Test
of Personality.”
W. Tiegs and W. ¥. Clark, California Achievement Test
(Los Angeles: California Test Bureau, 1963).
^E. W. Tiegs and W. W. Clark, California Short-Form Test
of Mental Maturity (Los Angeles: Califorxda Test Bureau, 1963).
^L. P. Thorpe, E. W. Tiegs, and W. W. Clark, Californ^





7* ^Fartlcipant" refers to active nembership in an
eztra^class Activity Program.
8. "Non-Participant” refers to non-membership in any
eo-currlcular activity vhlch is sponsored by the school.
9. ”Co-carricular Activities” refer to alL organised in¬
formal activities outside of the regular scheduled
classes.10."Extra-curricular» eo-carrictilar» extra-class ^
and extra-school” are terms used interchangeably to
categorize tl» activity program of the school*
locale of the study.— The gathering of the data necessary
for the develepnent of this 8tu<t3r vas done in the Summer HUl
lagh School, Cartersvllle, Georgia^ daring the 1963-196U school
year.
Cartersville, the county seat ef Bartow county, is in the
south central part ef the county. This 5.7 square mile dty,
the largest in the county, is estimated at this time to have a
population of approximately 10,000 people* The 195»0 census shows
and official population of 8,668, but since that count was taken,
the city limits have been extended several miles* Atlanta is
Up miles southeast and Chattanooga^Is 80 miles northwest. The
county is essentially a mining and mining town. Bartow County
excdls in the mining ef Barytes, Ochre, Lime, Manganese Ore,
Calcium, Carbonate, clays and reck for highway constructimi and
for concrete structures.. Agriculture is the third main occupation
of the county.^
Junior Chamber of Commerce, Info:^tion and Facts About
CatersdllSi Oeergia. Annual Beport, I960, p. 3U.
10
According to the i960 census report of the Junior Chamber
of Cemmerce of Caxtar8Tllle« Its populaticm is 10,000« Eighty-
one per cent of the population is vhite and 19 per cent are
Negroes.^
CartersTiUe is served l::y too railroads providing service
to the iK>rth, south, and vest. The Louisville & Nashville Bail-
road provides mainline service between Atlanta, Nashville, and
Cincinattl* This railroad offers four to five day carload
service to New Tork, Detroit and Chicago* The Seaboard Air Line
Bailread operates a branch line from Cartersville to Bocbaart,
20 miles to the southeast, where it connects with their main line
route between Bessemer, Alabama and Wilmington, North Carolina,
via Atlanta^, Cartersville is also served by two branches of the
2
Southeastern Greyhound Bus Company*
Host of the Negro men are employed in the mines and mills
id^e many of the Negro women are em^oyed in private home as
cooks, BUilds, and laundresses* A.few Negroes are employed at the
Lockheed Aircraft Plant near Marietta, Georgia*
Itwre are few skilled Negro laborers in Bartow County such
as carpenters and brick masons and there is only one Negro





There are 16 Fretestant chtirches of flTe denonixiatiens and
one Catholic church in the eommanll^* Seven of these churches are
liegre Fretestant churches of two denominationB: Baptist and
Methodist*
Thirteen new Industries havd been added to the CartersvUle
area in the past five years* Cart^svUle mamfactures juroducey
a variety of products ranging from carpets^ under-garments,
deodorants, chemicals, tire cord, bedspreads, feeds, foundry products,
concrete products and mineral extenders and fillers*
Industrial establishments are limited in this area* Ministers,
teachers, beauticians, barbers, carpenters azui morticians represent
the ma^or professions in which Negroes are found working*
Cartersvllle, is on U* S* Highway id, the north-south route
between Chattanooga and Atlanta* U* S* Highway Idl is a direct
route north to Knewrllle and Visst via Boms into -Alabama* Five
Georgia highways provide the city with an excellent netweelt of
reads to all parts of the Coosa Valley and other northern areas
of the State* Federal Interstate Highway 75* now under construc¬
tion, is planned to pass east of CartersvUle*
Air transportation is available at either Russell Field
at Borne or the Atlanta Municipal Airport* Russell Field offers
two arrivals and two departures daily by Eastern Air lines, Inc*
The Atlanta Monicipal Airport is served by six commercial air lines
idiich have a total of evAr 370 daily flights* A cargo frei^t
carrier also serves the Atlanta Airport, and complete service is
available for itinerate air traffic*
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Wastern Ilnlon Tele'grapk^ Ooiq^y has an effiee in downtovn
CartersTills. The Dally Tribune NewSy published five days a
treeky has a circulation ef U«000» There is also a Weekly Tribune
News and a Weekly Bartow Herald*
The city ef Cartersville has an independent school system*
There is a total ef elementary^ 1 junior high> and 2 hl^
schools* Vocational training is provided in industrial arts*
mechanical drawing, home economics and commercial subjects* The
city has a full-time recreation staff to administer a year-
round recreational program* Recreational activities center around
city owned playgrounds, swimming pool, and tennis courts*
Period of the dtudy*— The study i^as conducted during the
first and second semesters, and t^ months of June and July of
the 1963-19614 school year* The proposed research design was
developed and approved daring the Summer of 1963*
Jfethod ef research*— The Descriptive-Survey Method of re¬
search, empleying the specific techniques of testing and sta¬
tistical treatraezzt, was used to gather the data pertinent to this
study*
Description ef subjects*— There were two-hundred and fifty
pupils in grades nine through twelve of the Idummer Hill Hi^ School,
Cartersville, Georgia, All pupils were selected for the research
study* The subjects chronological ages in months ranged from one-
hundred and sixty-ei^t months to two-hundred and twenty-eight
months in grades nine through twelve*
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Pescrlptlen of instminents,-** The instruaenbs tised to collect
the basic data for this research were: the Califerzda Short-Form
Test of Mental Maturity* the California Achievement Test* and the
California Personality Test,
1, The CalifexTuia Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity*
1963 S-Ferm* Level U* devised by twnia If, dark ai^
Ernest V. Tiegs,
(a) The California Short-Form Test of Mental
Matturity^ I963 Revision (Level U)* consists
of seven test units, each a different mental
exercise. Units 1 through U compose the
Non-Language Section, In each of these four
units a minimum cf verbal materials is pre¬
sented and a particular aspect of the pupil*s
mental capacities is measured through items that
require the recognition or logical analysis
of abstract relationships, l&iits 5 throng
7* the Language Section^ sample the ability
to comprehend verbal and numerical concepts
of various types* and test the extent and
accuracy of recall. The Non-Language and
Language Sections each contain slxty-ttems.
The seven test units are grouped into four factors and
are arranged in ascending order of difficulty in each unit. The
test samples the foUeuing areas: Qroup Factor I»Logical
Reasoidjag* (opposites* similarities* analogies); (hroup Factor
II—Numerical Beasenlngy (numerical values); Group Factor in—
Verb Concepts; Group Factor IV—Memory,
There have been major changes in the 1963 revision of the
Califomirn Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity and in the to^der in
idiich tests are presented. Differencies in composition, time
limits* and the arrangement of tests in the 19^ edition and the
1963 revision of the test are shown in Table 1, page of the
Examiner’s Manual.
2* The California Achievement Test* Complete Battery Form
WIT devised hy Ernest W. Tiegs and Willis W. dark*
(a) The California Achievement Teat is designed for
the measurement of evaluation and diagnosis of
school achievement. This series is composed of
highly reliable valued tests of skills and under»
standing In reading, mathematics, and language.
Each of these three tests are divided into three
parts; The reading test consists of reading
vocabulary and reading comprehension; the mathe¬
matics test consists of mathematical reasoning
and mathematics fundamentals; and the language
test consists of mechanics of English, spelling,
and grammar. Each of liiese six parts of the
c(MBplete battery is divided into sections.
The reading vocabulary. Test I, consists of mathematics,
science, social studies, and general science.
The reading comprehension. Test II, consists of the follow¬
ing directions: Reference skills, axid interpretation of meanings.
The mathematics reasoning. Test m, consists of number
concepts, symbols and rules, numbers, and equations.
The mathematics fundamentals. Test 17, consists of four
sections; addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division.
Hschanlcs of English and grammar. Test V, consists of five
sections: (a) capitalization, (b) punctuation, (c) words and
sentences, (d) parts of speech, and (e) syntax.
Spelling, Test 71, consists of thirty carefully selected
sets of four words. The student must decide which, if any, is
mispelled in each set. Spelling is included in language because
of its use as a means of written esqpression.
Handwriting is not an integral part of the Language test,
and handwriting norms are not presented in the table of Language
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norms. Howeverj a standardized handwriting scale is provided on
the scoring key to enable the examiner to estimate the quality
penmanship of each student on the basis of grade placement.
3. The Califoitiia Teat of Personality Secondary (Form AA)
1953 Revision devised byWillis W, dark and Ernest W,
Tiegs.
(a) The California Test of Persoxiality is organized around
the concept of life adjustment as a balance between
personal and social adjustment. Personal adjustment
is assumed to be based on feelings of social security.
The items in the Personal Adjustment half of the test
are designed to measure evidences of six components
of personal security; the items in the Social Adjust¬
ment half of the test, of six components of social
security.
The components of Personal Adjustments are Self-
Reliance, Sense of Personal Work, Sense of Personal
Freedom, Feeling, Belonging, withdrawing Tendencies,
and Nervous Symptoms. The components of Social Ad¬
justment are Family, School, Occupation, and Community
Relation.
In addition to the California Test of Personality there
is a part which is the interest and Activities section.
This section is made up of seventy-two items. These
activities vary A*(mi those which are very sedentary to
those which involve considerable activities. They also
vary from Individual activities which suggest with¬
drawing tendencies when engaged in to excess, to activ¬
ities requiring the participation of others*
The pupil indicates which of these activities he likes
and which he actually engages in. Thus there are four
types of information regarding each; activities which
the pupil likes and engages in; activities which he
dislikes and avoids; and activities which he dislikes,
but for some reason does engage.
This inventory measures very well the pupil's Interest
and activities.
Criterion of Reliability.—The criterion of reliability used
to test the significant differences of the data between the two groups.
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Participants and Nen-Particlpants were treated statistically as
dictated by the restarch and (dieeked at the one percent lerel
of confidence•
Research Procedare«—»The procedural steps idiich were used
in the coUectlon, analysis« interpretation and presentation of
the data are:
1. Permission to conduct the study was requested from the
proper school officials.
2. The literature pertinent to this study was gathered^
revised and presented in the final thesis copy.
3. The three tests administered: (a) The California
Test of Fer8onali'|y> (b) The Califo3mla Short-Form¥esi of Hental Maturity^ and (c) The California
Achievement Test.
U. The data derived from the tests were tabulated in
appropriate talbes and/or charts; and treated sta¬
tistically as dictated hy the purposes of the re¬
search.
The computation of appropriate statistics: Mean^
S. D. D* E. standard error of the differences be¬
tween the two means9 and Fisher's *t".
Collection of <iata.—The data for this research were secured
through administering three different tests: (a) the California
Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity, Form S, Level (b) The
California Achievement Test, Complete Battery, (Form V) Advanced,
and (e) the California Test of Personality, Secondary Form AA: to
the pupils in grades nine through twelve who were earn:oiled in the
Summer Hill High School, Cartersville, Georgia during the first
and second semesters of the school year 1963~196U.
Three weeks were given to the administration of the tests.
On each day the testing program began at eight-thirty in the
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in the Korning end ended by- teelve»fifty-fi-ve in the afternoon.
The enbjecte eere seated In seats in a well lighted rocm at the
SuiRioer Hill Hifiii School. The directions were given by the ad¬
ministration at the beginning of each section of the test. Three
qualified -teachers served as proctors daring the administration
of the tests. The tests were scored ty the proctors] the results
were set up into tables and treated satistieally as dictated by
the pinrposes of the research.
Survey of rela-bed literature.— The sTa-vey of the related
litera-fcure pertinent to the problems in this area of research
was organized and presented under the captions indicated below:
'
1. Theories of Intelligence
2. Theories of Achievement
3. Theories of Personality
U. Theories of Interest and Activity
5* Relationship of Ihtelligenco to Personality
6. Relationship of Personality to Achievement
7* Relationship of Ih-terest and Acti-vity to In-belligence
8. Relationship of Achievement to Interest and Activity
Theories of intelligence.— There has been little unanimity
of opinion among psychologists as to the meaning of intelligence.
According to Garrett^ the concepts of general intelligence is too
broad -bo be of much practical value. He states:
Psychologists often distinguish three kinds or iihree areas
of Intelligence activity - the abstrAct^ the mechanical^ and
the social. Abstract Intelligence is exhibited in one*s deal¬
ings with symbols^ words, numbers, formulas and diagrams. The
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abstractly intelligent person is able to discover re^tions
among symbols and to solve problems vith their aids*^
Iforgan Statest
Intelligence is persistence ^ the tendency to take and to
maintain a definite direction, adaptability to new situations
and to new requirements, the ability to utilize facts already
acquired.^
According to Vaughn, intelligence is an inborn tendency to
learn. A capacity for abstract thinking, mental alertness, sound
judgment, emotional balance and general adaptability. Teachers
usually think of intelligence as that which enables a child to
learn and remember*
Theories of achievement.—There is an agreement among many
educators that pupils do better in those activities which they like.
Jack Dunlap, as cited by Lee and Lee, tested preference for items
in the secondaiy curriculum. He gave achievement and mental tests
and found nearly as high a correction between preference and achieve¬
ment as between intelligence and achievement.3
Kirk, in studying the reading abilities of children concluded
that the higher the intelligence, the more advanced the reading.
Merrill made a comparison of mentally retarded, normal and
superior children on the Standard Achievement Reading Test and
^^nry E. Garrett, Psychology (New lorkt
Company, 1950) , p. 207.
American Book
J. B. Morgan, Psychology (New York; Farrer and Rhinehart
Company, 19Ul) » p. 7b.
Doris May Lee and S. Murray Lee, The Child and His Curriculum
(New lorki Appleton-Century-Croft Ihc., 1950; , p. 11.
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found appre3clnatel7 equal performance for the retarded* normal and
superior groups for the same ages* This points te the fact that
the slow learning child can make an appreciable amount of achieve^
nent if provided with materials and instructions suited to his
mental capacity*^
Betts States!
Teachers and clinicians are resorting to tests for
determining the level of achievement* In a carefully planned
program* differences in achievement are recognized in all
subject-matter areas* *0118 means that appropriate materials
are obtained so that instructions may be differentiated at
all stages in terms of the pupil's level of achievement • • *^
Harry and Harry State i -
The Intelligent individual 'remembers his experiences* he
uses his imagination* But most of all* he thinks about them*
studies them* reasons about them* and exerciese judgments.'
It is the availability of these experiences* however* when
problems must be solved* that is the cruci^ factor in in¬
telligent behavior*3
Theories of personality*—Schools have been mere concerned
with adjustment* and have failed to appreciate the eenneetion between
f
the two aspects of development* School organisations and the
curriculum must give increasing attention to problems of adjustment*
^^ude Merrill* "On the Belatlon of Intelligence to Achieve¬
ment in Case of Mentally Retarded Children*" Comparative Psychology
(September* 19^5), p. 69*
2
Emmett A* Betts* Foundation of Reading Ihstruction (New
York! American Book Company* 195b J* pp* 53-54*
^Marry and Merry, The First Two Decades of Life (New York:
Harper and Brothers Publishing Go** 19^8)* p* 2U2*
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Kany classrooms are contributing to rather than alleviating the
personality difficulties that militate against successful school
achievement.^
According to Tiegs, personality is not something separate
and apart from ability and achievement but Including them it
refers rather to the manner and effectiveness vlth ^ifaich the
whole individual meets his personal and social problems» and
indirectly the manner in which he impresses his fellows.^
Garrett states that personality describes these traits which
make us attractive or unattractive to ether people.^ The term
denotes more than social attractiveness} it includes an indi¬
vidual's way of conducting himself in everyday situationSf as
well as stress such conditioning factors as physique appearance*
intelligence* aptitude* and character traits. From birth on*
the child's personality is shaped and molded by the community
in which he lives and the organizations of an individual's
personality traits is idiat makes him a unique person.
According to Tyler* in the realm of interest and attitudes*
there are marked sex differences* practical as well as statistically
sT^ificant. There would seem to be gasie personality differences
male tending toward greater aggreslveness - female toward emotionality.
^Gertrude G. Hildrith* Learning the Three R' s (New Yorkt
Educational Test Bureau* 1959)* p. 306.
2
Ernest W. Tiegs, Manual of Directions. California Achieve¬
ment Test (Los Angeles: California Test Bureau* 19U2)* p^ 1.
5
•^Garrett* op. cit.. p. 282
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According to lliorpe^ the teinpemental moral} and social aspect
of personality are Just as Important as those of a more Intellectual
nature* It has been demonstrated that there Is as high a relation¬
ship. between good personality and success In life as there Is be¬
tween good personality and success In life as there Is between a
degree of Intelligence and later all round achlerement*^
McGhee and Levis used two measures of personality In the
study of personality scores on the Personality Inventory and the
Teacher's Ratings of their pupils for the presence of 7-deslgned
personality traits* The data from this study Indicate that
mentally retarded children are less veil adjusted in personality
reaetlens than mentally superior children*^
Eag^son gave the Benireuter Personality inventory to 100
idilte and 100 Negro girls with on the average of 19*0 and 18*9
years respectively In order to make a social comparison of per¬
sonality traits* The subjects vere dravn from the sophomore
and Junior classes* This study revealed that the only difference
Is a tendency for Negro girls to be mere self-sufficient than
white girls* The difference on the ether scales are not reliable*
Theories of interests*—iXniglaa FTyer defines interests as
the objects and activities from which the individual attains
satisfaction*^
llouis P* Thorpe, Personality and Life (New Yorks McMillan
Company, 19U7), p* 22k»
^Lewis and VlUlam McQiee, Personality Inventory (New Jerseys
Educational Test Bureau, 1951), P* lf>5*
o
’^Douglas TVyer, The Measurement of Interest (New Yorks the
MacMillan Company, 193l), p* 15*
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A belief is preyalent among educators that certain factors
affect interests* They claim that age» for instance, plays an
inq»ortant role in the interests and activities of an individual*
Euhlen, in a review of the studies of children's interests,
found that their age-level determines to a large extent their
interests* for example, at the elementary school and/or junior
his^ school age-level, there is a notice of shift in interest
from the more active to the sex-social types of past time. It
is interesting to note that girls tend to make this change at
an earlier age than boys*?*
Raymond Kuhlen refers to a stu<^ conducted in which over four
thousand children and young people from the sixth grade through
college were asked to indicate on a checklist those things that
interested them*
\}hen the outstanding interests of the active sort declined
with the age, those of a sex-social type showed marked gain; no
one age group was distinctly different from the adjourning age*
These findings documented the fact that Interests do not diange
overnightI instead, there is a gradualness of change and a con¬
tinuity ef development*
A second factor that is thought to greatly affect Interest,
is physical ability. Educators maintain that if given an oppor¬
tunity to select his activities, a person will naturally select
^Raymond C* fiihlen. The Psychology of Adolescent Develop¬
ment (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1952), p* 217*
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these aetlTities that he Is cafabls of engaging in.
In support of this ldea> Eixhlen asserts:
A healthy, vigorous boy plays vigorous gams; the
eeak physically deficient child f^ds recreation in
ether, less demanding activities*^
IDi accord with Kahlen's ideas are those expressed by
Willey, eho concludes that:
A child is unlikely to have a lastii^ interest in
svlinning or playing baseball if he has no pairtlcipatlon
in these forms of recreation* A child is unlikely to
retain Interest unless there is an accompanying ability*
It has been revealed that intelligence or high mental
capacity is interested in the more coiaq^ex and intricate activities
than the children of lesser mental e3»rtien* In accord vlth this
theory is Saymond Kuhlen, vho makes the following assertion:
The intelligent child or adult is capable of more
complex activities, and happiiMss for bright people re¬
quire opportunities to engage in complex hobbles and
interest*^
Further evidence to support the theory of the relationship
between mental Ability and hiterests is cited by Jersild ^o re¬
ported the results of a study conducted by Terman and his associates*^
After observing a group of children of high intelligence over
a period of years, it was found that they had a larger fund or
Interest and play information than the unselected children*
^I&ihlon, op* cit», p* 217*
^lEohlen, op, cit», p* 211* >
^Arthur T* Jersild, CMld Psychology (New York: Prentice-
Ball Inc., 1950), p. 556.
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A fotirth factor affecting interests is environment. Reports
b7 authorities have shown that the educational background and the
socio-economic status of the family are important determiners of
the child*s interests. Jersild supports this point of view about
the game preferences of children t That order of popularity of
different play activities varies somewhat according to locality^
season^ socio-ecenonic background and intelligence.
Theories of activity.— 3n the same view, Frasier states
thats The Greek and Remans were the first to give extra-currieular
activity an important role. It formed a major part of their educa¬
tional program. Maiqr of the present philosophical ideas controlling
our modern program date back to this early era. Frasier further
states that progress in the sciences cause the health reason for
extra-curricular to gain in prominence. And with the sponsoring
of the kindergarten by Feebel played a great part in introducing
the extra-curricular activity program into the schools.
The factors in the origin of the extra-curricular program,
Barlett points out: That indoor life has replaced outdoor life to
a large extent.^ The physical restraint of the sdioelroem, thd
improper adjustment of seat and light, tend to develop postural
defect.
The Increased responsibility of the school for the physical
emotioioal life of the pupils, as a factor in the origin of the
extra-curricular program is diaracterisod by Reeder thusly:
^Frod Barlett, Games. Dances and Activities (New York:
Clark Irvin and Oompany, 1954}, p. 21.
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We are living in a seeiet^ dominated bj a machine age
which dees less strenuous work but work which creates great
mental strain because of its monotoi^} transportation by
machines rather than on foot, concentration of population
tracted in size; families not only having no backyards but
their rooms are smallerj the disappearance ef occupation called
"chores* idiich in early days were designed to childbed}
and often the emimination of child play th near the htnaej
lack of country life promoting health as it should} all
of these condition j^ve created environments conducive to
physical inactivity*^
As a result ef this, the school had to take ever this re-
spojosibllity* Biologically, man must have physical activity for
growth, development and maintenance of i^yslcal and mental health*
Just as manual training and home economics have been transferred
as a responsibility of the school, so is the extra-curricular being
accepted as an integral part of the educational program*
The extra-curricular activities program schould be bases on
a sound educational philosophy, with such underlying principles as
will resttlt in progressive procedure tmd well-rounded development
of boys and girls* Since intelligent judgment is needed in build¬
ing this iwogram, as in aiy other part of the schoolwork, the
educator will do well to proceed cautiously, observing the relative
value ef the curricular and maintaining a reasonable balance
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between them*
^ard G* Reeder, The foundation of Public Administration
(New York* Clark Irvin and Company, ; 1?^U}» p* 21* ——————
2
J* 6* Edjnonson, Joseph Roemer, and Francis L* Bacon, !Ihe
Administration of the Modern Secondary School (New York: The
ikcmillan Compaiy, 19U8)> p» 33ii*
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Sxtra-curricular activities must be dignified in the minds
of students and teachers throng the administrative program* They
shodli be for limiting and encouraging participation, and vill re¬
sult in an administration in harmony vlth progressive educational
thinking*^
The program shoiild be based on the forward looking principal,
faithful and dedicated teacher, counselor and sponsor of the
2
Activity Program*
STanmarv of related literature*—A suianary of the Survey of
Related Literature which was done in connection with the conduct of
this study is presented below in the series of separate generaliza¬
tions and/or characteristics of the overall findings pertinent to
the theories, principles, and research having to do with the pro¬
blems of this research*
1* Psychologists and educators have formulated many theo¬
ries and definitions of intelligence, achievement, and
interest, such as :
(a) Garrett states that psychologists often distinguish
three kinds or three areas of intelligence activity -
the abstract, the mechanical, and the social*
(b) According to Vaughn, intelligence is an inborn
tendency to learn, Teahhers usually think of
intelligence as that which enables a child to
learn and remember*
(c) Jack Dunlap tested preferences for items in the
secondary cmriculum*
(d) Kirk, in studying the reading abilities of children
^J. B* Edmondson, Joseph Roemer, and Francis L. Bacon, The
Administration of the Secondary School (New fork: The Macmillan
Company, 19^^;, pp. 331^-336.
^Ibid*, p* 350
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concluded that the hi^er the Intelligencej
the more advanced the reading*
(e) Nerrill's study pointed oat that the slow learning
child can make an appreciable amount of achieve¬
ment if provided with materials and instruments
suited to his capacity*
(f) Betts states that appropriate materials are obtained
so that instiuctions may be differentiated at
stages in terms of the pupil's level of achievement*
(g) Merry and Merry state that it is availability ef
these experiences« however« when problems must be
solved, that is the crucial factors*
(h) Bildrith believes that school organizations and
the curriculum must give increasing attention to
]^e^lems of adjustment, aild that many classrooms
are contributing to rather than alleviating
personality difficulties that militate against
successful school achievement*
(i) According to Tiegs, personality is not something
separate and apart from ability and achievement,
but including them it refers rather to the manner
and effectiveness with which the whole individual
meets his personal and social problem and indirectly
the manner which he impresses his fellows*
(j) According to ^orpe, the tempermental moral and
social aspect of personality are just as important
as these of a more intellectual nature*
(k) McGhee and lewis used two measures of personality
and the teacl»rs ratings of their pupils for the
presence of T-designed personality traits*
(l) Eagleson gave the bei'nreuter Personality Inventory
to 100 White and 100 Negro girls with an average of
19*0 and l8*9 years respectively, in order to make
a social comparison ef personality traits* This
study revealed that the only difference is a
tendency for Negro girls to be more self-sufficient
than the White girls* The differences on the
ether scale are not reliable*
(m) Douglas Fryer defines interest as the objects and
activities from which the individual attains
satisfactien*
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(n) Eohlen, in a review of the studies of children's
interests^ found that their age-level determines
to a large extent their interests*
(#) Frasier states that the Greeks and Homans were the
first to give extra-curricular activity an important
role*
CHiiPTER II
PRESENTATION AND ANALISIS OF DATA
Organigatlen and treatment ot the data«"»TbAa study was
designed to determine the difference. If any on the yarlablea ef
Intelligence, academle adilerement, and personality adjustment
between participants and Non-participants In Co-Currlcular
Aclvlty program of the Stunner Hill El^ School, CartersvUle,
Georgia, 1963-1961*.
In order to fulfill more adequately the purposes of this
research three separate tests were administered to the two groups
of two-hundred and fifty Summer Hill High School Students, to
wit: (a) California Short-Form Mental Maturity Tbst (1963 S-Form
Level U), (b) California Actfevement Test (Advanced Battery)
Form W. (c) California Test of Personality (Secondary Form AA).
The presentation of the data is organized around a series
of basic tables:
!• There are twenty tables which will present frequency
distribution ef the two-hundred participants and fifty
participants each ef the variables of the tests as
used In this studT’. The tables will give the basic
statistics in regards to measures of central tendency
aiui variability.
2. There are seventeen tables which will present the
comparative statistics of the two-hundred participants
fifty non-participants comprising the total group of
two hundred and ftfty subjects under stu(^, together
with Fisher's "t" ratios derived from each comparison.
3. The criterion of reliability for significant difference
was established with reference to Fisher's "t" ef 2.58
at^ the one per cent level of confidence.
Ages and Intelligence level of the subjects.—The present
section of this chapter of the thesis will present the data on
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the age and intelligence of the "tve-hundred participants* and
the "fifty nen->partieipantd* of the Sumner Hill High School*
Results on the California Mental Maturity Achievement Test
(Chronological) Ages) »»-The data on the chrenolegleal ages
con^enent of the California Achievement Test as revealed by the
rav scores obtained by the twe-hundred participants and the fifty
non-participants in grades nine throng twelve of the Summer Hill
High School, Cartersville, Georgia, 1963-196U, are analyzed in the
separate paragraphs below, and presented in tables 1 and 2*
Participants*— The chronological ages ranged from a lew of 162
to a high of 216, with a mean of 199»1|6, a median of 203.65, a
standard deviation of l5*lt0, and a standard error of the mean of
1*09* (hie hundred and ten or 55 per cent scored above the mean,
(76) or 39 per cent scored below the mean, and (12) or 6 per
cent scored within the class Interval*
Non-participants*— The chronological ages ranged from a lew
of I6l to a high of 226, with a mean of 206*6, a median of 206*5
a standard deviation of 10*35f and a standard error of the mean
of 1*78* Twenty-two or liU per cent scored above the mean, (23)
or lt6 per cent scored below the mean, and 5 or 10 per cent scored
within the mean class-interval*
Comparative data and *t* ratio*— Table 3$ shows the comparative
measures for the two groups were as follows: The mean grade-placement
was 199*1:6 and 206*6 for the participants and noi^participants,
respectively with a difference of 7*11: in favor of the non-participants
^ the median chronological age was 203*65 and 206*U for the participants
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nELZ 1
DISTRIBaTION OF CHRONOLOGICAL AGES OP THE TWO-HDNERED
PARTICIPATING AND FIFTI NON-PARTICIPATING PDPHS
IN ffiADES 9 THROOGH 12 OF THE SOMMER HILL
mCH SCHOOL, GARTERSVULE, GEORGIA,
1963-196U
Ages In Participating Pupils Non-Participating Pupils
Months
Number Percent Number Percent
225-229 1 5 1 1.0
220^221* 0 0 0 1.0
215-219 lil 20.5 Hi 8.0
210-211t Ui 20.5 7 10.0
205-209 15 7.5 5 37.0
200-20lt 12 6.0 12 25.5
195-199 12 6.0 5 7.5
190-19U 11 5.5 3 6.5
185-189 17 18.5 1 2.5
180-18U 20 10.5 2 2.5
175-179 21 10.5 0
170-17li 7 10.5 0
165-169 1 5*5 0
160-16U 1 5

















and non-partidlpants« respectively^ with a difference of 2*85 in
favor of the noiwparticipants; the standard deviation! was
cmd 10*3^ for the participants and non-participants« respectively^
with a difference of in favor of the participants; and the
standard error of the mean was 1*09 and 1*78 for the participants
and noni-partieipantsy respectively^ with a difference of *69 in
favor of the noi>*partlclpants»
TABLE 2
COMPARISON OF DATA FROM THE CHRONOLOGICAL AGES OF THE TWO-
HUNDRED PARTICIPATING AND THE FIFTY NON-PARTICIPATING
roPILS IN GRADES 9 THROUGH 12 OF THE SUMMER HILL
HIGH SCHOOL CARTERSVIIIE, GEORGIA, 1963-196U











Pupils 50 206.^ 2—6*6 10.35 1.78
Participants*—For the 200 participants of the grades 9
through 12 intelligence quotients ranged from a low of 33 to a hi^
of 120, with a mean of 80*3, a nsdian of 8l*U, a standard deviation
of 15*1^ and a standard error of the mean of 1*07, (1^0) tar 20 per
cent scored above the mean, 86 or U3 per cent scored below the mean,
and 7h or 37 per cent scored within the mean class-interval.
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TABLE 3
rOBTRIBUTION OF HAW SCORES ON THE CALIFORNIA MENTAL MATURITY
TEST (IQ LANGDAOE SIJBTEST) AS OBTAINED BY THE TWO-HUNDRED
PARTICIPATINO AND THE FUTY NON PARTICIPATING PDPHS OF




Participating Pupils Non-Participating Pupils
Noaber Percent Number Percent
120-13U 2 1,0 1 2,0
110-119 2 1.0 0 .0
100-109 16 8.0 2 U.0
90-99 20 10.0 6 12,0
90-89 7h 37.0 h 8,0
70-79 51 25.5 8 16,0
60-69 15 7.5 6 12.0
50-59 13 6.5 2 U.o
U0-U9 5 2.5 11 22.0





S« E* 1,07 1.67
(hr, Pl, 80,3 71.2
3U
Non-Participants*—For the 50 Non-participants of the grades
9 through 12 the Intelligence quotience ranged from a lew ef 1^6
to a hi^ of 9S, with a mean of 71*2, a median of 70*3, a standard
deviation of 11*75« and a standard error of the mean of 1*69» (15)
or 30 per cent scored above the mean, 23 or U6 per cent scored
below the mean, and 12 or 2k per cent scored within the mean class-
interval*
Comparative data and ''t" ratio*—Table U shows the comparative
measures for the two groups were as follows: The mean intelligence
quotient was 80*3 ond 71*2 for the participants and non-participants,
respectively, with a difference of 9*1 in favor of the participants;
the median intelligence quotient was 8l*lt and 70*3 for the partici¬
pants and non-participants, respectively, with a difference ef 11*1
in favor of the participants; the standard deviation was 15*10 and
11*75 ^07 the participants and non-participants, respectively, with
a (Ufference of 3*25 in favor of the participants; and the standard
error of the mean was 1*07 and 1*67 for the participants and non¬
participants, respectively with a difference of *60 in favor of the
non-participants* The standard error of the difference between the
two means was 19*2*
The "t" for these data was *1:73> which was not significant
for it was less than 2*58 at the one (*0l) per cent level of con¬
fidence* Therefore, the difference on the (Language Intelligence
Quotient) component of the California Mental MatTirlty Test was not
statistically significant for these two groups of piq>lls*
35
TOL& It
COMPARISON OF DATA AS OBTAINED FROM THE RAW SCORES ON THE
CAUFQRNIA MENTAL MATDRITT TEST (IQ LANGUAGE SUBTEST)
BI TVra HUNEREIUPARTICIPATING AND THE FIFTY NON-
PARTICIPATIKG PUPIIS IN GRADES 9 THROUGH 12
OF THE SUMMER HILL HIGH SCHOOL, CARTERSVinE,
GEORGIA, 1963-196U











Pupils 50 70*3 71.2 11*75 1*67
Results on the California Mental Maturity Test (Non-Language
Intelligence Quotfent).—The data on the Non-Language Intelligence
Quotient Component of the California Mental Maturity Test as re¬
vealed by the raw scores obtained by the two-hundred participants
and the flf^ non-participants in grades nine through twelve of
the Siuniner Hill High School, CartersviUe, Georgia, 1963-196U, are
analyzed in the separate paragraphs below, and i^esented in Tables
$ and 6, respectively*
Participants*—The intelligence quotients ranged from a
low of UO to a high of lU3, with a mean of 6U*U, a median of 89*2,
a standard deviation of 20*10, and a standard error of the partici¬
pants and non-participants, respectively, with a difference of 11^1
36
TABZE $
DISTRIHJTION OF RAW SCORES ON THE CAUFORNIA MENTAL NATTJRITT
TEST (IQ NOK-IANGDAGE SUBTEST) AS OBTAINED BT THE TWO-
HUNDRED PARTICIPATING AND THE FUTT NON-PARTIdAPTINO
PUPILS OF !!HE SUMMER HILL HI® S®OQL, OHOEBraiE,
ffiOROIA, I963-I96U
Ages In Participating Papils Non-Participating Pupils
Months
Number Percent Number Percent
Ii;0-m9 1 .5 0 0
130-139 1 .5 1 2.0
120-129 7 3.5 0 .0
110-119 lit 7.0 2 l*.o
100-109 20 10.0 6 12.0
90-99 32 16.0 1* 8.0
^0-89 1*7 23.5 8 16.0
70-79 36 18.0 6 12.0
60-69 18 8.0 2 l*.o
50-59 13 6.5 11 22.0
U0-li9 11 5.5 .9 18.0
30-39 0 0 0 0.0









in favor of the participants; the standard deviation was 1^*10 and
11*75 for the participants and non-participants, respectively, iiith
a difference of 2*35 in favor of the participants; and the standard
aean of 1*1»3« Seventy-five or 37*5 per cent scored above the mean,
78 er 39 per cent scored belov the mean, and U7 or 23*5 per cent
scored vithin the mean class-interval*
Non-Participants*—The intelligence quotients ranged from
a low of 27 to a high of 1339 a mean of 73*7f a median of
72*8, a standard deviation of 23*90, and standard error of the
mean of 3*hX* Twenty-one or U2 per cent scored above the mean,
23 or 1^6 per cent scored below the mean, and 6 or 12 per c^t scored
within the mean class-interval*
Comparative data and "t" ratio*—Table $ ^shows the comparative
measures for the two groups were as follows t The mean intelligence
quotient was and 73*3 for the participants and non-participants,
respectively, with a difference of 10*7 in favor of the participants;
the median intelligence quotient was 8^*2 and 72*8 for the partici¬
pants and non-participants, respectively, with the difference of
13*li in favor of the participants, the standard deviation was 20*10
and 23*90 for the participants and non-participants, respectively,
with a difference of 3*80 in favor of the non-participants; and the
standard error of the mean was 1*U3 end 3«iil for the participants
and no]>-particlpants, respectively, with a difference of 1*98 in
favor of the non-participants. The standard error of the differences
between the two means was 31*3*
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TABI£ 6
COMPARISON OF DATA AS OBTAINED EROM THE RAW SCORES ON THE CALIFORNIA MENTAL
HATDRITY TEST (IQ NON-LANGUAGE SUBTEST) BY THE TWO HUNDRED PARTICIPATING
AND FIFTY NON-PARTICIPATING PUPILS IN GRADES NINE THROUGH TWELVE OF THE
SUMMER HILL HIGH SCHOOL, CARTERSVILLE, GEORGIA, 1963-196it










pating Pupils 50 72.8 73.7 29.90 3.ia
The “t* for these data was .35j which was or was not significant
for it was as great as or less than 2.58 at the one (.01) per cent level
of confidence. Therefore, the differences on the (Non-Language Intelli¬
gence Quotient) component of the California Mental Maturity Test was not
Statistically significant for these two groups of pupils.
Results on the California Mental Matiirlty Test (Total Intelligence
Quotient.—The data on the Total Intelligence Quotient Component of the
California Mental Maturity Test as revealed "by the raw scores obtained
by the two hiuadred participants in grades nine through twelve of the
Summer Hill High School, Cartersville, Georgia, 1963-196U,. are analyzed




DnSTRIHJTION OF RAW SCORES ON THE CALIFORNIA MENTAL MATORITT
TEST (TOTAL L&NGDAGE TEST) AS OBTAINED BT THE TWO-HUNl®ED
PARTICIPATING AND THE FIFTY NON PARTICIPATING HJPIIS
OF THE SUMMER HUL HIGH SCHOOL, aRTERSVILIE,
(EORGIA, 1963-1961*
Ages In Particisating Pupils Non-Particii»ating Pupils
Months
Number Pere«it Number Percenb
125-129 1 .5 0 0
120-121* 1 .5 0 0
115-11? 2 1.0 0 0
no-nl* 3 1.5 0 0
105-109 2 1.0 1 2
100-101* 3 1.5 2 1*
95-99 13 6.5 0 0
90-91* 12 6.0 2 U
85-89 28 ll*.0 1* 8
80-81* 31 15.5 10 20
75-79 30 15.5 1 11*
70-71* 26 13.0 7 11*
65-69 8 l*.o 0 0
60-61* 16 8.0 6 12
55-59 5 2.5 5 10












Participating Pupils Non-Participating Pupils







S. £. 1.38 .20
Gr. PI. 9.13 7.7k
Participants—The Intelligence quotients ranged from a low of to
a high of 128, with a mean of 78*2, a median of 78.85, a standard devi¬
ation of 15.25, and a standard error of the mean of 1.08. Nlnety-slx or
per cent scored above the mean, seventy-four or 37 per cent scored
below the mean, and thirty or 15 per cent scored within the mean class-
interval.
Non-participants—The Intelligence quotients ranged from a low pf
hZ to a high of 105> with a mean of 73*2, a median of 75»2, a standard
deviation of 1U.80, and a standard error of the mean of 2.11. Twenty-
six or 52 per cent scored above the mean, 17 or 3k per cent scored below
the mean, and seven or Ih per cent scored within the mean class interval.
Conq}aratlve data and "t" ratio—Table 8, shows the comparative
measures for the two groups were as followst The mean Intelligence quo¬
tient was 78.2 and 73*2 for the participants and non-participants.
Ul
TABLE 8
COMPARISON OF DATA AS OBTAINED FROM THE RAW SCORES ON THE CALIFORNIA
MENTAL MATURITY TEST (TOTAL IQ) BY THE TWO HUNDRED PARTICIPATING AND
THE FIFTY NON-PARTICIPATING PUPILS IN GRADES NINE THROUGH TWELVE OF
THE SUMMER HILL HIGH SCHOOL, CARTERSVILLE, GEORGIA, 1963-1961*
S. E. S* E*
Grotp Number Median Mean S. D. Mean M,M2 M,*4l2
Participating




pating Pupils 75.2 73.2 ll*.80 2.11
respectively, with a difference of 5«0 in favor of the participantsj the
median intelligence quotient was 78.83 and 75>2 for the participants and
non-participants, respectively, with the differences of 3*65 in favor of
the participants; the standard deviation was 15*25 and li*.8 for the par¬
ticipants and non-participants, respectively, with a difference of .1*5
in favor of the participants; and the standard error of the mean was
1.08 and 2.11 for the participants and non-participants, respectively,
with a difference of 1.03 in favor of the non-participants. The
standard error of the difference between the two means was 21.3*
The "t* for these data was t2‘ij which was not significant for it
was less than 2.38 at the (.01) per cent level of confidence* There¬
fore, the differences on the (Total Language Intelligence Quotient)
conponent of the California Mental Matuxl.ty Test was not statistically
significant for these two grorgps of pupils.
Achievement level of the subjects.—The second part of this
chapter of the thesis will present the data on the level of academic
achievement of the tiro-hundred “participants" and fifty “non-partici¬
pants" in grades nine through twelve of the Summer Hill High School,
CartersviUe, Georgia, 1S^63-196U.
Results on the California Achievement Test (Reading Vocabulary)
The data on the Reading Vocabulaiy Component of the California Achieve¬
ment Test as revealed by the raw scores obtained by the two-hundred par¬
ticipants in grades nine through twelve of the Summer Hill High School,
Cartersville, Georgia, 1963-196U, are analyzed in the separate para¬
graphs below, and presented in Tables 9 and 10, respectively.
Participants—The scores (grade<^lacement) ranged from a low of
6.2 to a high of 13*6, with a mean of B.6b, a median of 6.38, a standard
deviation of 1.53j and a standard error of the mean of 1.09. Seventy-
five or 37.5 per cent scored above the mean, 105 or 52.5 per cent
scored below the mean, and 2Xi or 10 per cent scored within the mean
class-interval.
Non-Participants—The scores (grade-placement) ranged from a low
of 6.0 to a high of 10.9, with a mean of 8.07, a median of 7.88, a
standard deviation of 1.33, and a standard error of the mean of .19.
Eighteen or 36 per cent scored above the mean, 27 or 54 per cent
scored below the mean, and five or ten per cent scored within the mean
class-interval.
TABLE 9
DISTRIBUTION OF GRADE PIACEMENT INDICES ON THE CALIFORNIA
ACHIEVEMENT TEST (READINa VOGABUIARY SUBTEST) BY THE
TWO-HUNDRED PARTICIPATING AND THE FIFTY NON-
PARTICIPATINQ PUPILS IN GRADES 9 IHRDOCH.:




Participating Pupils Non-Participating Pupils
Numb^ Percent Number Percent
13.5-13.9 2 1.0 0 0
13.0-13.11 0 .0 0 0
12.5-12.9 0 •0 0 0
12.0.12.1^ 5 2.5 0 0
11.5-11.9 1* 2.0 0 0
11.0-ll.U 1* 2.0 0 0
10.5-10.9 12 6.0 u 8.0
lO.O-lO.U 16 8.0 3 6.0
9.5- 9.9 16 8.0 2 l*.o
9.0- 9.U 16 8.0 5 10.0
8,5- 8.9 20 10.0 1* 8.0
8.0— 8.1|. 33 16.5 5 10.0
7.5- 7.9 31 15.5 9 18.0
7.0- 7.1* 21 10.5 5 10.0
6.5- 6.9 8 l*.o 6 12.0




Participating Pupils Non-Participating Pupils
A^es in




S« S. 1.09 .19
Gr. PI. 8,68 8.07
Con^arative data and "f* ratio—Table 10 shows the conparative
measures for the two groups were as follows: The mean grade placement
was 6.68 and 8.07 for the participants and non-participants« respectiveljr^
with a difference of *61 in favor of the participants; the median grade-
placement was 8.38 and 7*88 for the participants and non-participants, re¬
spectively, with the difference of .50 in favor of the participants, the
standard deviation was 1.53 end 1.33 for the participants and non-parti¬
cipants, respectively, with a difference of ,20 in favor of the parti¬
cipants. The standard error of the mean was 1.09 and .19 for the par¬
ticipants and non<participants, respectively, with a difference of .90
in favor of the participants. The standard error of the difference be¬
tween 'tile two means was 2.02*
The »t» for these data was .301, which was not significant for it
was less than 2.58 at the one (.01) per cent level of confidence.
Therefore, 'the differences on the (Reading Vocabulary) component of the
TABLE 10
COMPARISON OF DATA AS OBTAINED FROM THE GRADE PLACEMENT INDICES ON THE
CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TEST (READING VOCABULARY SUBTEST) BY THE TWO-
HUNDRED PARTICIPATING AND THE FIFTY NON-PARTICIPATING PUPILS IN
GRADES NINE THROUGH TWELVE OF THE SUMMER HILL HIGH SCHOOL,
CARTEHSVmE, GEORGIA, 1963-196U
S. £. S. E.
Group Number Median Mean S. D. Mean M,M2 M,^l2 •It*
Participating




pating Pupils 50 7.88 8.07 1.33 .19
Califoroia Achievement Test vas not statistically significant for these
two groups of pT:Q>ils*
Results on the California Achleveament Test (Reading Cong)rehenslo^»—
The data on the Reading Ccmprehension Component of the California Achieve¬
ment Test as revealed hy the raw scores obtained by the two-hundred
participants and the fifty non-participants in grades nine through twelve
of Summer Hill High School, Cartersville, Georgia, 1963-196Ua are
analyzed in the separate paragraphs below, and presented in Tables 11 and
12 respectively*
Participants.—The scores (grade-placements) ranged from a low
of 6*2 to a high of lii.U, with a mean of 9*2, a median of 9*^0 a standard
deviation of 1.97> and a standard error of the mean of !£$• Ninety-
fBven or 1*8,5 per cent scored above the mean, 71 or 3^*5 per cent scored
U6
X&BI2 n
DBTRIBDTIOH OP (ffiADE PLACEMENT SCORES ON THE CALIFORNIA.
ACHIEVEMENT TEST (EEADINO COMPREHENSION SUBTEST) BT THE
TWO-HUNDRED PARTICIPATING AND THE FIFTI NON¬
PARTICIPATING PUPIIS IN GRADES 9 BEOBH








lii.0-llt.lt 2 1.0 0 0
13.^13.9 7 3.5 0 0
13.0u.13.lt 0 .0 0 0
12.5-12.9 2S 7.5 0 0
12.0-12.U 10 5.0 0 0
11.5-11.9 15 7.5 0 0
11.0-ll.U 0 •# 0 0
10.5-10.9 10 5.0 3 6.0
10.0.1p.lt 10 5.0 6 12.0
9.5^ 9*9 28 ilt.o 3 6.0
9.0- 9.1t 32 16.0 3 6.0
8.5- 8.9 16 8.0 3 6.0
8.0- 8.S 11 5.5 5 10,0
7.5- 7.9 16 8.0 10 20.0
7.0- 7.1t 11 5.5 it 8.0
6.5- 6.9 11 5.5 7 lli.O






Participating Pupils Non-Participating Pupils




S* E. 1.07 .19
Or. PI. 9.2 8.Ui
below the mean, and 32 or 16 per cent scored vlthln the mean class
interval*
Non-Participants*—The scores (grade-placements) ranged from a
low of 0*6 to a high of 6,1, with a mean of 8*llt, a median of 7*85« a
standard deviation of l,yi, and a standard error of the mean of .l^*
Eighteen or 36 per cent scored above the mean, 27 or per cent scored
below, the mean, and $ or 10 per cent scored within the mean class-
interval*
Comparative data and "t** ratio.—Table 12 shows the comparative
measured for the two groups were as follows: the mean grade-placement
was 9*2 and 8.lJ| for the participants and non-participants, respectively,
with a difference of 1*06 in favor of the participants; the median grade-
placement was 9*5 and 7*85 for the participants and n<m-participants,
respectively, with the difference of l*l5 in favor of the participants;
the standard deviation was 1.97 and 1,32 for the participants and non¬
participants, respectively, with a difference of *6^ in favor of the
participants; and the standard error of the mean was 1,07 and 1*9 for
T&BIE 12
COMPARISON OF DATA AS OBTAINED FROM THE OiADE PUCEMENT INDICES ON THE
CyiLIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TEST (READING COMPREHENSION SUBTEST)
BY THE TWO HUNDRED PARTICIPATING AND THE FIFTY NON¬
PARTICIPATING PUPILS IN GRADES 9 THROUGH 12 OF
THE SUMMER HELL HICa! SCHOOL, CARTERSVULE,
GEORGIA, 1963-1961*
Group Number Median Mean S. D. S* E. M,M2 S. E*
Mean M,-M2
Fhrticipating
9.50 .h6UPupils 200 9.2 1.97 1.07
1,06 .09
Non-Partici¬
pating Pupils 50 7.85 8*lli 1.32 .19
the participants and non-participants, respectively, td-th a difference
of aSS in favor of the participants* The standard error of the difference
between the two means was 2*37«
The "t* for these data was *1*61*, which was not significant for it
was less than 2*^8 at the (.01) per cent level of confidence* Therefore,
the differences on the (Reading Comprehension) component of the
C^iforid.a Achievement Test was not statistically significant for these
two groups of pupils
Results of the California Achievement Test (Total Reading)*—
The data on the Total Reading Component of the California Achievement
Test as revealed by the raw scores obtained by the two-hundred participants
and the fifty non-participants in grades nine through twelve of the
U9
TAB1£ 13
DISTRIBUTION OP GRADE PUCEMENT INDICES CN THE CALIFORNIA
ACHIEVEMENT TEST (TOTAL READING SUBTEST) BY THE TWO-
HUNDRED PARTICIPATING AND THE FIFTT NON¬
PARTICIPATING PUPIIS JI GRADES 9 KOEK




PartleiiMitlng Panlls Non-Participating Pupils
Niunber Percent Nunber Perpent
13.5-13.9 3 .5 0 0
13.0-13.U 0 1.5 0 0
12.5-12.9 1 .0 0 0
12.0-12.1* 0 0
11.5-11.9 n .5 0 0
11.0-11.1* 12 5.5 6 12.0 .
10.5-10.9 16 6.0 7 6.5
lO.OwlO.l* 3 8.0 k 6.0
9.5- 9.9 32 1.5 10 6.0
9.0- 9.k 28 16.0 5 10.0
8.5- 8.9 20 ll*.0 3 20.0
8.0- 8.1* 13 10.0 3 8.0
7.5- 7.9 25 6.5 3 llt.O
7.0- 7.1* 22 12.5 6 12.0







Participating PapHs Non-Participating Pupils




S. £. M. .23 .17
ar. PI. 9.06 7.76
SiiBimer Hill High School^ CartersYiUe, 0»caegi&, 1963-196U, are anal720<i
in the separate paragraphs belotf» and presented in Tables 13 and lU
respectirely*
Participants •—The scores (grade-placements) ranged from a low
of 6*0 to a high of 13«8« with a mean of 9*06, a median of 9«08f a
standard deviation of 1.58« and a standard error of the mean if 1»12«
Seventy-nine or 39*5 per cent scored above the mean» 93 or per cent
scored below the mean^ and 26 or m per cent scored within the mean
class-interval.
Non-Participants.—The scares (grade-placement) ranged from a low
of 6.0 to a high of lO.U, with a mean of 7.76, a median of 7»h9t a
standard deviation of 1.22, and a standard error of the mean of .17.
Sixteen or 32 per cent scored above the mean^ 31 or 62 per cent scored
below the mean, and 3 or 6 per cent scored within the mean class-
interval.
Comparative data and "t* ratio#—Table lit, shows the comparative
measures for the two groups were as follows t The mean grade-placement
51
was 9*06 and 7*76 for the participants and non-participants, respectlvelj,
with a difference of 1.30 in favor of the participants; the median grade-
placement was 9*08 and 7»1*9 for the participants and non-participants,
respectively, with the difference of 1.99 in favor of the participants;
the standard deviation was 1*58 and 1.22 for the participants and non-
participants, respectively, with a difference of ,36 in favor of the
participants; and the standard error of the mean was 1*12 and *17 for
the participants and non?-participants, respectively, with a difference
of 195 in favor of the participants. The standard error of the
difference between the two means was 1.99*
TABIE Hi
COMPARISON OF DATA AS OBTAINED FROM THE GRADE PLACEMENT INDICES
ON THE CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TEST (TOTAL READING SUBTESTS)
BY THE TWO-BUNDRED PARTICIPATING AND THE FIFTY NON-
PARTIdPATING PUPIIS m GRADES 9 THROUCffl 12 OF
THE SUMMER HILL HIGH SCHOOL, CARTERSYILLE,
(SORGEA, 1963-196U
Group Number Median Mean S. D, S. E. M,M S. E.
Mean M,-E^
Participating




Pupils 50 7.ij9 7.76 1.22 .17
Comparative data and "t" ratio.—The "t* for these data was .653,
which was not significant for it was less than 2.58 at the (.^) per cent
level^of confidence. Therefore, the differences of the (Total Reading)
52
TABZ£ 1$
DISTRIHJTION OF (StiJE PULCEMENT INDICES ON THE CALIFCSiNIft.
ACHIEVEMENT TEST (MATHEMATICS FUNDAJENTAL SUBTEST) BY
THE TWO-HDNDRED PARTICIPATING AND THE FIFTY BON-
EARTICIPATING FtTPIIS IN GRADES 9 THROU® 12




Participating Pupils Non^Participating Pupils
Nonber Percent Number Percent
1U.5-1U.9 5 2.5 0 12.0
0 .0 0 .0
13.5-13.9 3 1.5 0 1^.0
13.0-13,li 3 1.0 0 .0
12.5-12.9 2 2.0 0 .0
12.0-12.U 5 .5 0 U.o
11.5-11.9 1 2.5 0 I4.O
11.0.11.i{ 5 5.0 8 .0
10.5-10,9 10 8.5 0 12.0
lO.O-lO.li 17 8.5 0 8.0
9.5- 9.9 17 7.5 2 20.0
9.0- 9»k 15 9.5 2 16.0
8,5- 8.9 19 5.5 0 20.0
8.0- 8.U 11 U.0 6 .0
7.5- 7.9 22 11.0 h .0
7.0- 7.1t 22 16.5 0 .0
6.5- 6.9 23 5.0 8 .0
6#i|. 10 10 .0
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TABLE l5~Contimed
Ages In Participating Pupils Non-Participating Pupils
Months





S. E. 1.U3 .18
Or. PI. 8.8 7.62
component of the California Achievement Test vas not statistically
significant for those two groups of pupils.
Results on the California Achievement Test (tfeithematics FVindamentals).—
The data on the Itithematlcs Fimdamentals Component of the California
Achievement Test as revealed by the raw scores obtained by the two-hundred
participants and the fifty non-participants in grades nine throu^ twelve
of the Summer HiU High School, CartersviUe, Georgia, 1963-*196U, are
analysed in the separate paragraphs below, and presented in Tables
and 16, respectively.
Participants.—The scores (grade-placements) ranged from a low of
6.0 to a high of lli.9» with a mean of 8.79» a itodian of 8.5l, a standard
deviation of 2.02, and a standard error of the mean of 1.U3. Eighty-
three or lil.5 per cent scored above the mean, 98 or k9 per cent scored
below the mean, and 19 or 9.5 per cent scored within the mean class-
interval.
Non-Participants.—The scorea (grade-iJAceraents) ranged from a low
of 6.3 to a high of 11.3» with a mean of a median of 7.07) a
standard deviation of 1.28) and a standard error of the mean of .18.
Eighteen or 36 per cent scored above the mean, 58 or $6 per cent scored
below the mean, and U or 8 per cent scored with the mean class-interval.
Comparative data and "t" ratio,—Table 15 ^ows the cosiparative
measures for the two groups were as follows: The mean grade-placement
was 8.79 and 7.62 for the participants and non-participants, respectively,
with a difference of 1.17 in favor of the participants^ the median grade-
placement was 8,51 and 7.07 for the participants and non-participants,
respectively, with the difference of l.liJ* in favor of the participants;
the standard deviation was 2.02 and 1.28 for the participant and non¬
partic ix>ants, respectively, with a difference of ,7U in favor of the
participants; and the standard error of the mean was 1,U3 and ,18 for thee
participants and non-participants, respectively, with a difference of
1,25 in favor of the participants. The standard error of the difference
between the two means was 2.27.
The "t" for these data was .1*9, which was not significant for it
was less than 2.58 at the (.01) per cent level of confidence. Therefore,
the difference on the (Ifethematics Fundamental) component of the
California Achievement Test was not statistically significant for these
two groups of pupils.
Results on the California Achievement Test (Mathematical Reasoningj^*-
The data on the ^thematlcla reasoning Conqponent of the Califorida
Achievement Test as revealed by the raw scores obtained by the two-
hundred participants and the fifty non-participants in grades nine
55
throu^ twelve of the Summer Hill High School^ CSarteraville, Georgia,
I963-I96U, are analyzed in the separate paragraphs below, and presented
in Tables 17 and I8, respectively.
Participants,—The scores (grade-placements ) ranged from a low
of 6,0 to a high of m,7y with a mean of 8,9, a median of 8,60, a
standard deviation of 2,19, and a standard error of the mean of 1,92,
Eighty-six or 1*3 per cent scored above the mean, 9h or 1*7 per cent
scored below the mean, and 20 or 10 per cent scored within the mean class-
interval,
Non-Participants,—The scores (grade-placements) ranged from a low
of 6,0 to a high of 6,$, with a mean of 7*10 a median of 6,95^ a standard
deviation of ,73U, and a standard error of the mean of ,101*, Twenty-
five or 50 per cent scored above the mean, 21 or 1*2 per cent scored below
the mean, and 1* or 8 per cent scored within the mean class-interval.
Comparative data and ratio,—Table 18, shows the comparative
measures for the two groups were as follows: The mean grade-placement
was 8,9 and 7,10 for the participants and non-participants, the slgnUi-
cant differences on the California Achievement Test (Mathematical Reason¬
ing) between the two-hundred participants and the fifty n<vi-particix>ants
In grades nine through twelve of the Summer Hill High School, Carters-
ville, Georgia, 1963-1961*, respectively, with a difference of 1,80 in
favor of the participants; the median grade-placement was 8,60 and
6,95 for the participants and non-participants, respectively, with the
difference of 1,69 in favor of the participants; the standard deviation
was 2.19 and ,73U for the participants and non-participants, respectively,
with a difference of 1,1*2 in favor of the participants; the standard
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TABIfi 17
DISTRIBUTIOM OF ffiADB PIACEMENT INDICES ON THE CALIFORNIA
ACHIEVEMENT TEST (MATHEMATICS REASONINQ SUBTEST) BT THE
TWO-HJNDRED PARTICIPATING AND THE FIFTY NON-
PARTIdPATINQ PUPHS IN GRADES 9 THROUGH 12





ParticiiMitine: Pupils Non-Participating Pupils











9.5- 9.9 16 16
9.0- 9.1* 16 5
8.S- e.S) 20 12
8.0- 8.1* 10 9
7.5- 7.9 20 15
7^0- 7.1* 23 1*
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TABLE 17—•Continued
Ages In Participating Pupils Non-Participating Pupils
Months







S* s* 1.52 .idk
Or. EL* 8.9 7.10
error of the difference between the two means was 2«27*
The •t" for these data was .79j which was not significant
for It was less than 2*58 at the (*01) per cent level of confidence*
Therefore« the difference on the (l&thematlcal Reasoning) component
of the Califoraia Achievement Test was not statistically significant
for these two groups of pupils*
Results on the California -^hlevanent Test (Total Mathematics]U»
The data on the Total Mathematics Component of the California
Achievement Test as revealed by the raw scores obtained by the two-
hundred participants and the fifty non-participants in grades nine
“ttirough twelve of the Summer Bdll High School, CartersviUe, Georgia,
1963-1961i, are analyzed in the separate paragraphs below, and
presented in Tables 19 and 2C^ respectively*
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I&BLB 18
COMEASISON OP DATA AS OBTAINED FROM THE RAW SCOEES ON THE
CAUFQRNIA MENTAL MATURITY TEST (MATHEMATICAL REASONING)
BT THE TWO-HDNDEED PARTICIPATING AND THE FIFTY NON.
PARTICIBATINQ PUPIIS IN GRADES 9 THROUGH 12 OF
THE SUMMER HILl HIGH SCHOOL, CAHTERSVILIE,
GECRGIA 1963-1961*













Pupils 50 6*95 7.10 .731* .101*
Participants*—scores (grade-placemtents) ranged from a low
of 6*0 to a hl^ of ll**8, with a mean of 8*59« a median of 8*lU, a
standard deviation of 1*95* and a standard error of the mean of 1*38«
Seventy-two or 36 per cent scored above the mean, 110 or 55 per cent
scored below the mean, and Id or 9 per cent scored within the mean
<^ass-interval*
Non-Partlclpants*—The scores (grade-placements) ranged from a
low of 6*0 to a hl^ of 10.9, with a mean of 7*71, a median of 7.51t» a
standard deviation of 1*15> and a standard error of the mean of .16*
Eighteen or 36 per cent scored above the mean, 22 or 1*1* per cent




DISTRIBUTION OF GRADE PLACEMENT INDICES ON THE CALIFORNIA
ACHIEVEMENT TEST (TOTAL MATHEMATICS SUBTESTS) BY TWO-
HUNDRED PARTICIPATINQ AND THE FIFTY NON-
PARTICIPATINa PUPILS OF THE SUMMER
HILL HIGH SCHOOL, GAHTEESnilE,
GECEGHA I963-I96U
Participating Puplla Nop~Particlpating PupHa
Months
Nunibar Percent Number Percent
3 1.0 0 U.o
lilaO-lU.U 1, .5 0 l*.o
13.?-13,9 0 .0 0 .0
13*0-13.U 5 2.5 0 8.0
12.5-12.9 5 2.5 0 .0
12.0ul2.U 2 1.0 0 .0
11.5-11.9 6 3.0 0 8.0
11.0-ll.U 2 1.0 0 8.0
10.5-10.9 1* 2.0 2 20.0
lo.o-lo.U 15 7.5 2 12.0
9.5- 9.9 15 7.5 2 12.0
9.0- 9,U 15 7.5 1* U.O
8.5- 8.9 18 9.0 U U.O
3.0. 8.U 16 3.0 8 12.0
7.5- 7.9 22 11.0 10 .0
7.0- 7.1* 29 iu.5 12 .0
6.5- 6.9 30 15.0 k .0
6.0— 6.1* 13 6.5 6 .0
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TABIE 19—Contlntted
Ages In Participating Pupils Non-Participating Pupils
Months




Sigma 1.95 1,15 .
S, E, 1.38 ,16
Gt. PI, 8,6 7.71
Con^ratlve data and "t” ratiOf^^-Table 20 shows the com¬
parative measures for the two groups were as follows: The mean
grade-placement was 8.^9 and 7*71 for the participants and non-
partlclpants^ respectively^ with a difference of *88 in favor of the
participants; the median grade-placement was 8*11: and 7*^9 for the
participants and noiwparticipantsy respectively^ with a difference
of .60 in favor of the participants; the standard deviation was
1*95 and 1*15 for the participants and non-participants^
respectively, with a difference of ,80 in favor of the participants;
and the standard error cbf the mean was 1,38 and ,18 for the
participants; and non-participants; respectively, with a difference
of 1,20 in favor of the participants. The standard error of the
difference between the two means was 2,10,
The "t" for these data was >diich was not significant for
it was less than 2*58 at the (,0l) per cent level of confidence.
Therefore, the difference on the (Total Mathematics) corrqponent of
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TABLE 20
ODMPABISON OF DATA AS OBTAINED FROM THE GRADE PUCEMENT INDICES ON
THE CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TEST (TOTAL MATHEMATICS SUBTEST)
BT THE TWO-HUNDRED PARTICIPATING AND THE FIFTY NQN-
PAHTICIPATING PDPIIS IN GRADES 9 THROUGH 12 OF
THE SUMMER HILL HI® SCHOOL, CARTERSVILLE,
GEORGIA, I963-I96U
Group Number Madian Mean Se s. E.
Mean











Pupils 50 7.5U 7.71 1.15 .16
the California Achievement Test was not statistically significant for
these two groups of pupils*
Results on the California Achievement Test (Mechanics of English)*—
The data on the Mechanics of English Gonqponent of the California Achieve-
Bient Test as revealed by the raw scoires obtained by the two-hundred
participants and the fifty non-participants in grades nine through twelve
of the Suimner Bill High School of Cartersvllle, Georgia, I963-I96I1, are
analyzed in the separate paragraphs below, and presented in Tables 21
and 22, respectively*
Paiiticipants*—The scores (grade-placements) ranged from a low of
6*0 to a high of 12*6, with a mean of 8*91, a median of 8*9$, a standard
deviation of 1*5U, and a standard error of the mean of 1*09* One hundred
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TABES 21
DDSTRIBUTION QP GRADE PUCEMENT INDICES ON THE CALIFORNIA
ACHIEVEMENT TEST (MECHANICS OF ENGUSH) BT THE TWO-
HDNDRED PARTICIPATINO AND FIFTY NOlL-PARTICrPATING
PUPILS IN GRADES 9 THHOJGH 12 OF THE SUMMER HILL




Participating Pupils Non-Participating Pupils
Number Percent Number Percent
12,5-12,9 1 0 .0
12.0-12.1* 2 0 .0
11.1*-11*9 10 0 .0
11.0-ll.U 8 0 .0
10.5-10.9 20 2 l*.o
X0« 2 2 l*.o
9.5- 9.9 30 2 k*o
9.0- 9.1* 27 8 16.0
8.5- 8.9 21 1* 8.0
8.0— 8.1* 12 2 l*.o
7.5- 7.9 29 0 .0
7.0- 7.1* 21 8 16.0
6.5- 6.9 6 1* 8.0
11 18 36.0

















or $0 per cent scored above the nean, 79 or 39*5 poz* cent scored beloir
the nean^ and 21 or 10*^ scored vithin the nean class-interval.
Non-^urticlpants.—The scores (grade-placements) ranged flom a low
of 6.5 to a high of 10.8» with a mean of 7.81) a median of 7«5^» &
standard deviation of 1.1^6, and a standard error of the mean of .21.
Twenty or UO per cent scored above the mean, 30 or 60 per cent scored
below the mean, and non scored wl'Uiin the mean class-interval.
Comparative data and "t" ratio.—Table 20 shows the comparative
measures for the two groups ijere as follows: The mean grade-placement
was 8.91 and 7.81 for the participants and non-participants,
respectively, with a difference of 1.10 in favor of the participants!
the median grade-placement was 8.9^ and 7.5^ for the participants and
non-participants, respectively, with the difference of 1.20 in favor
of the participants! the standard deviation was 1.5U end 1.U6 for the
participants and non-participants, respectively, with a difference of
1.08 in favor of the participants! and the standard error of the mean
was 1.09 and .21 for the participants and non-participants, respectively,
with a difference of .88 in favor of the participants. The standard
error of the difference between the two means was 2.12.
The ^t** for these data was .52, which was not significant for it
was less than 2.58 at the (.01) per cent level of confidence. Therefore,
the differences on the (Mechanics of English) con^jonent of the
California Achievement Test was not statistically significant for these
two groups of pupils
Results on the California Achievement Test (Spelling—The data
on the Spelling Con^onent of the California Achievement Test as revealed
TABLE 22
OOMPAIISON OP DATA AS OBTAINED FROM THE ffiADE PLACEMEaiT INDICES
ON THE CALIFOENIA ACHIEVEMENT TEST (ENGLISH MECHANICS SUBTESlJ
BT THE TWO-HCNDRED PARTICIPATING AND THE FIFTY NON¬
PARTICIPATING PCPIIS IN GRADES 9 THROUGH 12
OF THE SUMMER HILL HIGH SCHOOL, CAETERS-
VILLE, CEORGIA, %63-196U













Pupils $0 7.55 7.81 1.U6 .21
by the raw scores obtained by the two-hundred parlfcipants and the fifty
non-participants in grades nine through twelve of the Summer Hill High
School, Cartersville, Georgia, 1963-196U, are analyzed in the separate
paragraphs below, and presented in Tables 23 and 2U, respectively.
Participants.—The scores (grade-placements) ranged from a low
of 6.0 to hl^ of lli.3f with a mean of 9*h3f and median of 9*l|l4 a
standasl deviation of 1«91> and a standard error of the naan of 1.36.
Ninety-five or per cent scored above the mean, 59 or 29*5 per cent
scored below the mean, and or 23 per cent scored within mean class-
interval
(6
Non-Participants.—The scores (grade-placements) ranged from a low
of 6.0 to a high of 12»9, with a mean of 9*10* a median of 9.26, a
standard deviation of 1.7U* and a standard error of the mean of .25.
Twenty-two or liU per cent scored above the mean 20 or 1*0 per cent
scored below the mean, and 8 or 16 per cent scored within the mean class-
interval.
Gomparative data and ’’t" ratio.—Table 2l* shows the comparative
measures for the two groups were as follows: The mean grade-placonent
was 9.1*3 and 9*10 for the participants and non-particip^ts,
respectively, with a difference of .33 in favor of the participantsj the
median grade-placement was 9*51 and 9.26 for the participants and non¬
participants, respectively, with the difference of .15 in favor of the
participants; the standard deviation was 1.91 and 1.7l* for the partici¬
pants and non-participants, respectively, with a difference of 17 in
favor of the participants; and the standard error of the mean was 1.36
and .25 for the participants and non-participants, respectively, with a
difference of 1.11 in favor of the participants. The standard error of
the difference between the two means was 2.58.
The "t" for these data was •13» which was not significant for it
was less than 2.58 at the (.01) per cent level of confidence. Therefore,
the differences on the (Spelling) component of the California Achieve¬
ment Test was not statistically significant for these two groups of
pupils.
Sesults on the California Achievemeht Test (Total Language).—
The data on the Total Language Component of the California Achievement
Test as revealed by the raw scores obtained by the two-himdred
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TABLE 23
DISTRIBOTICBI OP GRADE PIACEMENT INDICES ON THE CAUFCRNIA
ACHIEVEMENT TEST (SPELLINO SUBTEST) BT THE TWO-HUNDRED
PARTICIPATING AND THE FIFTY NON-PARTICIPATING PUPIIS
IN GRADES 9 THROUGH 12 OF THE SUMI^R HILL HIGH
SCHOOL, GARTEEISVILLE, GECRGEA 1963-196U
Ages In
Kon'&s
Participating Pupils . Non-Participating Pupils
Number Percent Number Percent
lU.0-lU.lt u 2.0 0 U.0
13.5-13.9 2 1.0 0 U.0
13.0-13.U 3 1.5 0 8.0
12,5-12.9 7 3.5 0 8.0
12,0-12.U 7 3.5 0 8.0
11.5-11.9 7 3.5 0 12.0
11.0-ll.U 11 5.5 0 .0
10,5-10.9 11 5.5 0 12.0
lO.O-lO.U 13 6.5 2 2U.0
9.5- 9.9 30 15.5 2 20.0
9.0- 9.U U6 23.5 u .0
8.5- 8.9 10 5.0 u .0
8.0- 8.U 6 3.0 U .0
7.5- 7.9 10 5.0 6 .0
7,0- 7.U 6 3.0 0 .0
6.5- 6,9 8 U.O 6 .0




Ages In Partlcleating Pupils Non-Participating Pupils
Months
Number Percent Number Percent




S. E. 1.36 .25
CSr. PI. 9.43 9.10
participants and the fifty non-participants in grades nine through
twelve of the Summer Hill High School, Cartersville, CSeorgia, 1963-
196U, are analyzed in the separate paragraphs below, and presented
in Tables 25 and 26, respectively.
Participants.—The scores (grade-placements) ranged from a
low of 6.0 to h hi^ of 15.6, with a mean of 9.13> e median of 8.7, *
a standard deviation of 1.95» end a standar eriror of the mean of
1.38. Sixty-three or 31*5 per cent scored above the mean, 107 or
53.5 per cent scored below the mean, and 30 or 15 per cent scored
within the mean class-ingerval.
Non-Participants.—The scores (grade-placements) ranged from
a low of 6.1 to a high of 10.8, with a mean of 7.7Us a median of 7.20
a standard deviation to 1.38, and a standard error of the mean of
.20. Twenty-two or UU per cent scored above the mean, 28 or 56 per




COMPARISON OF DATA AS OBTAINED FROM THE GRADE PLACEMENT INDICES
ON THE CALIFORNIA ACHIE7EMEMT TEST (SPELUNG SUBTEST) BY THE
TWO-HUNDRED PARTICIPATINQ AND THE FIFTY NON-PARTICIPATING
PUPIIS IN CffiADES 9 THROUGH 12 OF THE SUMMER HILL HIGH
SCHOOL, CARTERSVILLE, (EORGIi^ 1963-1961*










Pupils 30 9*10 9.21 1.71* .23
Conparative data and "t” ratio*—TalGLe 26 shows the conparative
neasTxres for the two groups were as follows: The mean grade-
placement was 9*13 and 7*7l* for the participants and noi>>participants,
respectively, with a difference of 1.39 in favor of the participants$
the median grade-placement was 8*7 and 7*2 for the participants and
non-participants, respectively, with the difference of 1.3 in favor of
the participants] the standard deviation was 1.93 and 1*38 and .20 for
the participants and non-participants, respectively, with a difference
of l«l8 in favor of the participants. The standard error of the
difference between the two means was 2.23.
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TABLE 2$
DISTRIBOTION OP (SADE PUCEMENT INDICES ON THE CALIFORNIA
ACHIEVEMENT TEST (TOTAL LANGUAGE) BY THE TWO-HUNDRED
PARTICIPANTS AND THE FIPTI NON-PARTICIPANTS IN
GRADES 9 THROUGH 12 OF THE SUMMER HICH HI®
SCHOOL, CARTERSVILLE, ®QRGIA, 1963-196U
Ages In
Months
Participating Pupils Non-Participating Pupils
Number Percent Number Percent
5 2.5 0 .0
il(*o-il;»U 2 1.0 0 .0
13.5-13.9 2 1.0 0 .0
13.0-13.U 5 2.5 0 .0
12.5.12.9 5 2.5 0 .0
12.0-12.U 3 1.5 0 .0
11.5-11.9 3 1.5 0 .0
11.0-11.U 5 2.5 0 .0
10.5-10.9 10 5.6 2 l*.o
lO.O-lO.U 10 6.5 2 8.0
9.5- 9.9 13 6.5 U 8.0
9.0- 9.U 30 15.0 h 8.0
8.5- 8.9 lU 7.0 k 8.0
8.0- 8.U U 20.5 6 12
7.5- 7.9 20 10.0 0 2.0
7.0- 7.U 13 8.5 6 0
6.5- 6.9 8 1(.0 12 2k.O
6.0- 6.1t 11 5.5 10 20.0
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TABLE 2$—Contlmied
Ages In Particieatine Pupils Non-^ticipating Pupils
Months
Number Present Number Percent




S» £• M# *28 .20
Or* PI. 9*13 7*7U
for these data vaa *62, vhich was not significant for
it vas less than 2«58 at the one (*01) per cent level of confidence
at 71 degrees of freedonu Therefore, the differences on the (total
langnage) conponent of the California Achievement Test was not
statistically significant for these two groups of pupils*
Results on the California Achievement Test (Total Battery»~«»
The data on the Total Battery Conponent of the California Achieve¬
ment Test as revealed by the raw scores obtained by the two-
hundred participants and the fifty non-participants in grades nine
through twelve of the Stunner Hill High School, Cartersville,
Georgia, 1963-196U, are analyzed in the separate paragraphs below,
and paresented in Tables 27 and 28, respectively*
Participants*—The scores (gra<te-placement) ranged frwa a
low of 6*0 to a high of 13*6, with a mean of 8*148, a median of 8*16,
a standard deviation of 1*73> and a standard error of the mean of
1*23* Torty-seven or 23*5 per cent scored above the mean, 121 or
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IAB1£ 26
COMPARISON OF mTA AS OBTAIHED FROM THE GRACE PUCEMENT INDICES
ON THE CALIFCRNIA ACHIEVEMENT TEST (TOTAL LANCHJAGE) BY THE
TWO-HUNERED PARTICIPATING AND THE FIFTY NON-PARTICIPATRG
PUPnS IN GRADES 9 THRCXJGH 12 OF THE SUMMER HILL
HICR SCHOOL, CARTERSVILLE, GEORGIA, 1963~196h












Pupils 50 7*2 7*7U *20 1*38
60*^ scored below the mean, and 32 or 16 per cent scored within the
mean dass-interval.
Non-Participants*—The scores (grade-placements) ranged from a
low of 6*0 to a high of 10*8, with a mean of 8*01;, a median of 7*70,
a standard deviation of 1«35« and a standard error of the mean of .19*
Seventeen or 3lt per cent scored above the mean, 27 or per cent
scored below the mean, and 6 or 12 per cent scored within the mean
class-interval*
Comparative data and "t" ratio*—Table 28 shows the comparative
meamses for the two groups were as follows: The mean grade-placement
was 8*lt8 and 8*01; for the participants and non-participants, respectively.
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TAKES 27
mSTBIBOTION OP GHADE PUCEMEWT INDICES ON THE CALIFORNIA
ACHIEVEMEWT TEST (TOTAL BATTERl) BY THE TWO-HCNBRED
PARTICIPANTS AND THE FIFTY NON-PARTICIPANTS IN
GRADES 9 THROUCffl 12 OF THE SUMMER HILL HKH
SCHOOL, CARTERS7ILEE, GEORGIA 1963-196U
Ages la
Months
Participating Pupils Non-Participating Pupils
Number Percent Number Percent
13.5-13.9 3 1.5 0 .0
13.0-13.U 2 1.0 0 .0
12.^12,9 7 3.5 0 .0
12.0-12.U k 2.0 0 .0
11.5-11.9 5 2.5 0 .0
11.0-11.1* 3 1.5 0 .0
10.5-10.9 2 1.0 0 .0
lO.O-lO.U k 2.0 0 .0
9.5- 9.9 5 2.5 0 .0
9.0- 9.U 12 6.0 0 .0
8.5- 8.9 32 16.0 h 8.0
8.0- 8.U 36 18 5 10.0
7.5- 7.9 31 15.5 k 8.0
7.0- 7.U 21 10.5 h 8.0
6.5- 6.9 17 8.5 3 6.0
6.0- 6.U 16 8.0 11 2.0
5.5- 5.9 0 0 3 6.0





Participating Pupils Non-Participating Pupils
Number Percent Number Pwcent
Um$^U*9 0 0 5 10.0
h*0-U«U 0 0 2 k.o
3.5-3.9 0 0 5 10.5
3.0-3.1i 0 0 1 2.0




S. E. 1.23 .18
Gr. PI. 8.5 8.0
Dith a difference of .liU in favor of the participants} the
median grade-placement was 8.16 and 7*7 for the participants and the
non-participants, respectively, with the difference of •U6 in favor
of the participants} the standard deviation was 1*73 and 1*3^ for
the participants and non^participants, respectively, with a
difference of *38 in favor of the participants} and the standard
error of the mean was 1*23 and .19 for the participants and non¬
participants, respectively, with a difference of l.OU in favor
of the participants. The standard error of the difference between
the two means was 2,li2,
7k
The ’’t" for these data was *18, which was not significant for it
was less than 2«^8 at the one (*01) per cent level of confidence at 71
degrees of freedom. Therefore, the differences on the (Total Battery)
component of the California Achievement Test was not statistically
significant for these two groups of pupils.
Personality indices of the subjects.—The third section of this
chapter of the thesis will present the data on the personality of the
two-hundred "participants” and the fifty "non-participants" of the
Summer Hill High School, Cartersville, Georgia, I963-I96I4..
Results on the California Test of Personality (Personal Adjust¬
ment).—The data on the Personal Adjustment Component of the California
Test of Personality as revealed by the raw scores obtained hy the two-
hundred participants and the fifty non-participants in grades nine through
twelve of the Summer Hill High School, Cartersville, Georgia, 1963-196it,
are analyzed in the separate paragraphs below, and presented in Tables
29 and 30, respectively.
Participants.—The personal adjustment scores ranged from a low
of 26 to a high of 89, with a mean of 59.95j a median of ^9.63, a
standard deviation of 13.25, and a standard error of the mean of .939*
One hundred eleven or 55.5 per cent scored above the mean. Fifty-
three or 26,5 per cent scored below the mean, and 36 or 18 per cent
scored within the mean class-interval.
Non-Participants.—The personal adjustment scores ranged from a
low of 3U "bo a high of 85, with a mean of 62, a median of 62.2, standard
deviation of 16.00, and a standard error of the mean of 2.29* Twenty or
HiO per cent scored above the mean, 19 or 38 per cent scored below the
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TABUE 28
COMPARISON OF DATA AS OBTAINED FROM THE SIADE PUCEMENT INDICES
ON THE CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TEST (TOTAL BATTER!) B! THE TWa
HUNDRED PARTICIPATING AND THE FIFTY NON-PARTICIPATINa
PUPILS IN GRADES $ THROUGH 12 OF THE SUMMER HILL
HIGH SCHOOL, CARTERSVILLE, GEORGIA, 1963-iSU











Pupils 50 7.70 8*0U 1*35 .19
mean, and 11 or 22 per cent scored -within the mean classvinterval*
CoB^rative da-ta and *t" ratio*—Table 30 shows the comparative
measures for the t-wo groups were as follows: Ihe mean personal adjus-t-
ment -was 59«95 and 62*0 for the iJarticipants and non-participants,
respectively, with a difference of 3»05 in favor of the non-participants;
the median personal adjustment score was 59*63 for the participants and
non-participants, respectively, -with the difference of 2*57 in fa-vor of
the non-participants, the standard deviation was 13*25 and 16*00 for the
participants and non-participants, respectively, with a difference of
2*75 in favor of the non-participantsj and the standard error of the
raeafl'^was *9U and 2*29 for the participants and non-participants.
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TABLE 29
DISTRIBUTION OF RAW SCORES ON THE CAUFOENIA TEST OF
FERSONAUTI (PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT SUBTEST) AS OB¬
TAINED BY THE TWO-HUNDRED PARTICIPATING AND
THE FIFTY NON-PARTIdPATING PUPILS OF
THE SUMMER HILL HIGH SCHOOL,
CARTERSVILLE, GEORGIA
1963-1961*
Ages In Participating Pupils Non-Participating Pupils
Months
Number Percent Number Percent
85-89 8 l*.o u 8.0
80-81* 6 3.0 5 10.0
75-79 11* 7.0 k 8.0
70-71* 15 7.5 h 8.0
65-69 30 15.0 3 22.0
60-61* 38 19.0 11 22.0
55-59 '36 18.0 3 6.0
50-51 12 6.0 3 6.0
l*5-li9 13 6.5 5 10.0
l*o-I*l* 11 5.5 2 l*.o
35-39 8 l*.o 5 10.0
30-31* 8 lt.O 1 2.0



















COMPARISON OF DATA IS OBTAINED FROM THE RAW SCORES ON THE CALIFCRNIA
TEST OF PERSONALIIT (PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT SUBTEST) BT THE TWOl.
PARTICIPATING AND THE FIFTY NON-PARTIdPATING PUPIIS
IN GRADES 9 THROUffl 12 OF THE SUMMER HILL HIGH
SCHOOL, CARTERSVULE, (HORGIA, 1963-61*
Group Number Median Mean S. D. S, E.
Mean









Pupils 50 62.2 62.0 16,00 2.29
respectively, with the difference of 1,35 in favor of the non-participants.
The standard error of the difference between the two means was 20,8,
The "t" for these data was ,11, which was not significant for it
was less than 2,58 at the one (.01) per cent level of confidence at 71
degrees of freedom. Therefore, the differences on the (Personal Adjust¬
ment) compoxient of the California Test of Personality was not statistically
significant for these two groups of pupils.
Results on the California Test of Personality (Social Adjust-
went),—The data on the Social Adjustment Component of the California
Test of Personality as revealed by the raw scores obtained by the two-
hundred participants and the fifty non-participants in grades nine
throng twelve of the Sumner HiU High School, Cartersville, Georgia,
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TABLE 31
DISTRIHITION OF RAW SCORES OK THE CAIIFCRNIA TEST OF
FERSONAIITT (SOCIAL ADJUSTMEKT SUBTEST) AS OB¬
TAINED BT THE TWO-HUNDRED BIRTICIPATING AND
THE FIFTT NON PARTICIPATINO PUPUS IN
QRAUES 9 THR0U(H 12 OF THE
SUMMER EUL HIGH SCHOOL,
CARTERSVILLE, GEORGIA
1963-196U
Ages In Participating Popils Non-Participating Pupils
Months
Nomber Percent Number Percent
8^-89 6 3.0 0 0
80-8U 7 3*5 2 l*.o
7^19 16 8*0 5 10.0
70-71* 16 8*0 0 0.0
65-69 12 6.0 k 8.0
60-61* 1*1* 22*0 16 32.0
55-59 37 18.5 3 6.0
50-5U 22 U.0 8 16.0
U5-U9 16 8*0 1* 8.0
1*0-1|1* 18 9.0 6 12.0
35-39 3 1.5 0 .0
















1963-196U* are aiialyzed in the separate paragraphs below, and presented
in Tables 31 and 32, respectively*
Participants*—The social adjxistment scores ranged from a low of
35 to hi^ of 89» with a mean of 59*9» a median of 60,U, a standard
deviation of lU.lO, and a standard error of the mean of 1*00* One
hundred one or 50*5 per cent scored above the mean, 62 or 31 per cent
scored below the mean, and 37 or 18*5 scored within the mean class-
interval*
TABLE 32
COMPARISON OF COMFOTED DATA AS OBTAINED FROM THE RAW SCORES ON THE
CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY (SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT SUBTEST)
BY THE TWO-HUNDRED PARTICIPATING AND THE FIFTY NON¬
PARTICIPATING PUPILS IN GRADES 9 THROUGH 12 OF
THE SUMMER HILL HIGH SCHOOL, GARTERSVULE,
GEORGIA, I963-I96U













50 60*12 58*0 12*05 1*72
Non-Participants*—The social adjustment scores ranged from a low
of 3U to a high of 8I, with a mean of 58, a median of 60*12, a standard
deviation of 12*05, and a standard error of the mean of 1*72* Twenty-
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seYen or per cent scored above the mean* tmnty or UO per cent
scored below the mean« and 3 or 6 per cent scored within the mean
class-interval•
Comparative data and "t" ratio,--Table 32 shows the comparative
measures for the two groups were as stated previously. The mean grade-
placement was $9*9 and ^8,0 for the participants and non^partlcipants^
respectively, with a difference of 1,9 in favor of the participants; the
median social adjustment score was 60,U and 60,12 for the participants
and non-participants, respectively, with the difference of ,28 in favor
of the participants, the standard deviation was ll|,10 and 12,05 for the
participants and non-participants, respectively, with a difference of
2,05 in favor of the participants; and the standard error if the mean
was 1,00 and 1,72 for the participants and non-participants, respectively,
with a difference of ,72 in favor of ths non-participants. The standard
error of the difference between the two means was 18,6,
The "t** for these data was ,72, which was not significant for it
was less than 2,58 at the one (,01) per cent level of confidence at 71
degrees of freedom. Therefore, the differences on the (Social Adjust¬
ment) con^nent of the California Test of Personality was not statistically
significant for these two groups of pupils.
Results on the California Test of Personality (Total Adjustmen-p,—
The data on the Total Adjustment Component of the California Test of
Personality as revealed by the raw scores obtained by the two-hundred
participants and the fifty non-participants in grades nine throu^
twelve of the Summer Hill High School, Cartersville, Georgia, 1963«,196lt,
are analyzed in the separate paragraphs below, and presented in Tables
33 and 3h» respectively.
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Particlpants.»The total adjustment scores ranged from a low of
^ to a high of 177j with a mean of 112.93« a median of 103.75# a
standard deviation of 11*75# and a standard error of the mean of •83*
Thirty-six or 18 per cent scored above the mean# 130 or 65 scored below
the mean# and 3U or 17 per cent scored within the mean nLass-interval*
Non-Participants*~Th8 tdal adjustment scores ranged from a low
of 69 to a high of l65# with a mean of 118.9# a median of 116.0# a
standard deviation of 23.UO# and a standard error of the mean of 3.3U.
Twenty-two or UU per cent scored above the mean# 12 or 2h per cent scored
below the mean# and 16 or 32 per cent scored within the mean class-
interval.
Comparative data and "t" ratio.—Table 3h shows the comparative
measures for the two groups were as fellows s The mean grade-jxlaceraent was
112.93 and 118.9 for the participants and non-participants# respectively#
with the difference of 5*99 in favor of the non-participantss the median
total adjushnent score was 103.75 and 116.0 for the participants and non-
participants# respectively# with the difference of 2.25 in favor of the
non-participants# the standard deviation was 11.75 and 23.U for the
participants and non-participants# respectively# with a difference of
11*65 in favor of the non-participants j and the standard error of the
mean was *83 and 3.3U for the participants and non-participants#
respectively# with a difference of 2.51 in favor of the non-participants*
The standard error of the differences between the two means was 26.2
The *'t'' for these data was 1*23# which was not significant for it
was less than 2.58 at the one (.01) per cent level of confidence at
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TABIE 33
DISTRIBUTION OF COMPUTED RAW SCORES ON THE CAUFOENIA TEST
OF PERSONAUTT (TOTAL ADJUSTfENT SUBTEST) AS OBTAINED
BT THE TWO-HUNDRED PARTICIPATING AND THE FIFTT
NON-PARTICIPATING PUPILS IN GRADES 9 THROUGH




Participating Pupils Non-Participating Pupils
Number Percent Number Percent
170-179 2 1,0 0 0
160-169 3 1.5 3 6.0
150-159 2 1.0 2 UiO
140u1U9 1 .5 k 8,0
130-139 6 3.0 6 12.0
120-129 22 n.o 7 lli.O
110-119 3h 17.0 12 2U.0
100-109 26 13.0 6 12.0
90-99 16 8,0 8 16.0
80-89 39 19.5 0 0.0
70-79 33 16,$ 0 0,0





S. E. .83 3.31*
Qp, PI.
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71 degrees of freedom* Therefore, the differences on the (Total Adjust¬
ment) component of the California Test of Personality vas not statistically
significant for these two groups of pupils.
Interest in Musical and Constructive Activities.--The data in the
areas of musical and constructive activities as indicated by per cents
of responses of the two-hundred participating and fifty nSttrpartici-
pating pupils, of the Summer Hill High School, CartersviUe, Georgia,
1963<-196U, are presented in Table 35*
TABLE 3U
COMPARISON OF COMPUTED DATA AS OBTAINED FROM THE RAW SCORES ON THE
CALIFORNIA TEST OF PEHSONALITT (TOTAL ADJUSTMENT SUBTEST)
BT THE TWO-HUNDRED PARTICIPATING AND THE FIFTY NON-«.
PARTIC3a>ATINO PUPILS IN GRADES 9 THROUffl 12 OP THE'
SUMffiR KELL HIGH SCHOOL, CARTERS7ILLE, 1963-196U













Pupils 50 11.60 118.90 23.U 3.31*
Participants.—The number and per cent of the two-hundred participants
indicate interest in musical and constructive activities ranged from a low
of 12 or 6.^ per cent in the area of playing an instrument to a high of
20^r 10 per cent in the area of playing in the band, and or playing
TABIE 35
DISTRIBDTIOK OF INTERESTS IN THE AREiL OF MTSICAL AID
CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES FCR THE TWO-HUNDRED
PARTICIPATING AND FIFTI NON-PARTICIPATINQ
SUBJECTS IN CEiADES 9 THROUCS 12 OF THE
SUMMER HUL high SCHOOL, CARTERSVILLB
GEORGEA, 196>196U
AREAS Participating Group Non-Participating Group
Number Percent Number Percent
Plaj the
radio 102 51.0 11 22.0
Sing 10 5.0 6 12.0
Pla7 the
plane 9 U.5 5 10,0
Play an inatm-
ment 20 10.0 1 2.0
Sing In the
chorus 2: 1.0 3 6.0
Play in the
band :U 1 2.0
Makei a scrapbook 3 1.5 h 8.0
Hsdel or design 15 7.5 2 U.o
Repair things 2 1.0 3 6.0
Make airplanes 1 •5 1 2.0
Work vlth tools 9 k.$ 2 U.O
Drav or paint 1 .5 1 2.0
Sew or knit 2 1.5 1 2.0
Play in an
orchestra 1 .5 5 10.0
Sing in a glee
club 12 6.5 3 6.0
Totals 200 100.0 50 100.0
QS
instruments* The others Indicated ranged from a low of 1 or *5 per
cent in the area for orchestra music to a high of 11 or 5*5 per cent
The number and percent of the pupils indicated interest in con¬
structive activities ranged from a low of 1 or ^ per cent to a high of
15 or 7*5 per cent in model designs. Brewing or painting and many
others were low in percentages of interest*
Non-Participants*--The raumber and per cent of the fifty non-
particiapants indicated interest in the playing of an instrument ranged
from a low of 1 or 2.0 per cent to a high of 6 or 12 per cent. In
other areas the percentages were appreciatively the same*
4
Ihe n\imber and per cent of the^puplls indicated interest in con¬
structive activities ranged from a low of 1 or 2 per cent to a high of
U or 8 per cent in the area of scrapbooks and others* Ihere were low
percentages of interest in other areas*
Conparlson of interest in musical and constructive activities*—
Table 35 shows that playing the piano ranked very low in both groups*
It is interested to note that the non-participants' piano interest
ranged higher percentage wise than the participants'* Band, ixLaylng
the radio, and Other musical instruments ranked the hipest in both
groups—participants and non-participants.
Interests in the area of games and study work activities*—The
data On interests in the area of games and study work activities as
indicated by the responses of two-hundred participants and fifty non¬
participant of the Summer Hill High School, CartersvUle, deorgia.
1963-196U.
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Participants.—The number and per cent of the two-hundred
participants indicated interest in playing ball. It ranged from a low
of 2 or 1.0 per cent to a high of 27 or 13 per cent. Playing cards
ranged from 2 or 1.0 per cent to a high of Hi or 7*0 per cent. Other
activities were almost commenstirably the same.
Ihe number and per cent of the participants indicated interest in
comic strips. It ranged from a low of 3 or 1.5 per cent to a high of
S8 or li9 per cent. Beading stories ranged from a low of 3 or 1.5 per cent
to a high of 1^ or 7*5 per cent. Other activities showed low percentages,
Non-Participants,—Ihe number and per cent of the fifty non¬
participants indicated interest in ijlaying ball. It ranged from a low
of 2 or 1,0 per cent to a high of 17 or 3U.0 per cent, Reading stories
ranged from a low of 1 or 2,0 per cent to a high of 2 or U.O per cent.
Riding the biqrcle ranged from a low of 1 or 2,0 per cent to a high of 2
or li.O per cent. The other activities ranged low percentage wise.
Comparison of interest in games and study work activities,—
Paticipants, as inidcated in Table 36, it was Interesting to not that
ball playing interest of the non-participants ranged hi^er percentage
wise than the participants. Beading stories ranged from a low of 3 or
1.5 per cent to a high of 1$ or 7.5 per cent. Other activities showed
low percentages.
Non-participants, as shown in Table 36, inidcates that playing
ball interest ranked the highest of all activities for both groups.
Reading stories and comic strips ranked lowest for the non-participants,
Bierefore, it can be concluded that there was not a major difference
in"the two groups interests and activities.
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IABI2 36
DISTEIHJTIOK OF THE INTERESTS IN THE AREA OF GAMES AND STUDY
WORK ACTI7ITIES AS INDICATED ON THE INTERESTS AND
ACTIVITIES INDEX OF THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF
PERSONALITY BY TWO-HUNDRED PARTICIPATINQ
AND FIFTY NON-PARTICIPATING PUPIIS OF
THE SUMMER HILL HKH SCHOOL,
CARTERS7TUE, GEORGIA.
1963-196U
AREA ParticiTating Pupils Non-Participating Pupils
Number Percent Number Percent
Reading stories 15 7.5 3 li.O
Read comic strips 98 U9.0 6 12.0
Work problems 2 1.0 1 2.0
Study History 3 1.5 1 2.0
Stuc^ Science 2 1.0 2 U,o
Stu^ Literature 2 1.0 3 6.0
Play vith pets 2h 12.0 5 10,0
Do cross word
puzzles 0 0 1 2,0
Play ball 27 13.0 17 3k.O
Play tennis 1 .5 0 0
Play cards lU 7.0 3 6.0
Play dominoes 2 1.0 1 2.0
Play checkers k 2.0 6 12,0
Ride a bicycle 2 1.0 2 U.o
Skate 3 1.5 0 0
Work in laboratory 1 .5 0 0
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TABIE 36-~Contlmied
ABEAS Participating Pupils Non-Participating Pupils
Number Percent Number Percent
Play chess 0 0 0 0
Total 200 100*0^ $0 100*0^
liiterest In the area of soclo-recreatlonal and collecting
activities••■-The data on Interest in the area of socio-recreational
and collecting activities as indicated by the responses of the two-
hundred participants and the fifty non-participants of the Summer
Hill Bl^ Schoolj CartersviUe^ Georgia, 1963-196U, are presented
on Table 3^,
Participants*—The number and per cent of the two-hundred
participants indicated interest in church socials* They ranged
from a low of 2 or 1 per cent to a high of 100 or 50* p«r cent*
Also ether church ativities ranked highest* The collecting
activities are very low in number and per cent.
- NonfParticipants .—The number and per cen‘ of the fifty non-
participants indicated interest in church socials* They ranged frcm
a low of 2 or U*0 per cent to a high of 16 or 32*0 per cent* Church
activities ranked highest in this non-participant group*
Comparison of Interest in socio-recreational and collecting
activities*—Participants, as indicated in Table 37, collecting
S9
TABLE 37
DISTRIBUTION OF INTEREST IN THE AREA OF SOGIO-EEGREATIONAL AND
ODLLECTING ACTIVITIES AS INDICATED ON THE INTERESTS AND
ACTIVITIES INDEX OF THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY
BY THE TWO-HUNDRED PARTICCTATINQ AND FIFTY NON¬
PARTICIPATING UPPER GRADE PUPILS OF THE SUMMER
HILL HIGH SCHOOL, CARTERSVILLE, GEORGIA
I963-I96U
Area Partieipatliis Pupils Non-Participating Pupils
Number Percent Number Percent
Go to church 22 11.0 u 8.0
Go to Sunday School 19 1.9 3 6.0
Go to movies 2 1.0 2 U.o
Belong to a gang 3 1.5 1 2.0
Go to church Socials 100 50.0 16 32.0
Go camping 2 1.0 2 It.O
Be officer of a club 2 1.0 2 k.o
Be a class officer 0 0 0 0
Practice first aid 1* ■ 2.0 5 10.0
Collect stamps 0 0 0 0
Collect coii^ 0 0 1 2.0
Collect autographs 2 1.0 1 2,0
Collect pictures 3 1.5 U 2.0
dlmb or hike 0 .0 0 0
Belong to a club 1 .5 1 2.0
Belong to Y.M.C.A.
or Y.W.C.A. 28 lli.O u 8,0
Go hunting 13 6.5 1 2.0
Total 200 100.0^ 50 100.0^
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activities ranked the lowest and the church social, Sunday Schook,
X. M. C. A, and Y* W, C* A, ranked the highest* Therefore, it can
be concluded that there were major differences in "the two groups^
rospectiTd.y, with a difference of 5*97 in favor of the non-participantsj
the median total adjustment score was 103*75 and ll6*0 for the
participants and non-participants, respectively, with a difference of
2*25 in favor the non-participants, the stndard deviation was 11*75
and 23*U for the participants and non-participants, respectively!
with a difference of 11*65 in favor of the non-participantsl and
the standard error of the mean was *83 and 3«3U for the participants
and non-participanba, respectively, with a difference of 2*51 in
favor of the non-participants* The standard error of the difference
of the two means was 26*2*
The ’’t" for these data was 1*23! which was not significant; for
it was less than 2*58 at the one (*01) per cent level of confidence at
71« degrees of freedom* Thereifore! the differences on the (Total
Adjustment) component of the California Achievement Test was not
statistically for these two groups of pupils.
Interpretative summaries*—All of the quantitive basic to the
analysis and Interpretation of the data presented through Chapter II,
as shown in Tables 1 through 3^! are summarized in the Summary Table
1, for the indicated perfOTmances of the participants and non¬
participants on the following tests:
1* California Test of Mental Maturity-
(a) Intelligence Quotients (I.Q.'s)
(b) Mental Ages (M*D*'s)
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iPiternretative summary on intelligence (IQ).--The data on the
California Test Mental Maturity (Intelligence Quotients), as shown
in Table 38» >nay be summarized and interpreted as follows:
1. There was no significant difference on the variable
of IQs between the participating and non-participating
pupils in grades nine through as indicated by the "t"
of .23.
2. The mean IQ of 78.2 and 73*2 for participants and non-
participants, respectively, indicated that each group was
e^qperlencing a mental growtii and develoixnent markedly
below the norm of expectancy.
Interpretative summary oh intelligence (M.A.).—The data on
the California Test of Mental Maturity (H.A.) as shown in Table 38
may be summarized and interpreted as follows:
1. There was no significant difference on variable of
M.A. between participating and non-participating
pupils in grades nine through twelve as indicated
by the "t* of .921.
2. The mean M.A. of 1.99, 1:6 and 206.6 for participating^
and non-participating pupils, respectively, indicated
that each group was experiencing a mental age below the
norm of expectancy.
Interpretative summary on achievement.—The data on the
California Test (Beading) as presented in Summary Table 38, may
be summarized and interpreted as follows:
1« There was no significant difference between the
participating and non-participating pupils in
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grades nine throu^ twelve on the component of
average reading* The for these groups was
not significant for it was less that 2*^8 at the
one (*(0.) per cent level of Confidence* Therefore^
there was no significant difference in average
reading performance for the two groups*
2* In terms of grade-placement Indexs
(a) both the participating and non-participating
pupils were found to be below the norm of
ei^jectancy on the average reading component
with 9*06 and 7*76 grade-placement for the
participating and non-participating in grads
nine throu^ twelve^ respectively*
Interpretative summary on achievement (Mathematics)*—The data
on the California Achievement Test, as presented in Summary Table 38
may be summarized and interpreted as follows:
1* niere was no significant difference between the
participating and non-participating pupils in
grades nine through twelve on the Component for
mathematics. The "t” for these two groups was
not significant for it was less that 2*58 at the
one (.01) per cent level of confidence* Therefore,
there was no significant difference in Mathematics
performance for these two groups*
2, In terms of grade-placement index:
(a) both the participating and non-participating
pupils grades nine through twelve were found
below the norm of expectancy on mathematics
Component with 8*59 and 7*71 grade-placement
for the participating and non-participating
groups, respectively*
Interpretative summary on achievement^ (Language)*—The data on
the California Achievement Tgst (language) as presented in Sumnary
Table 38 may be summarized and interpreted as follows:
1* There was no significant difference between the
participating and non-participating pupils in
grades nine through twelve on the Component of
language* The "t“ for these two groups was not
significant for it was less than 2*58 at the one
(*01) per cent level of confidence.
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2, In terms of the grade-placement index:
(a) both the participating and non-participating
pupils in grades nine through twelve were found
to be below the norm of expectancy on the language
Component with 9*13 and 7*1 for the participating
and non-participating groups, respectively.
Interpretative summary on personality (Personal Adjustment.—
The data on the Personal Adjustment Component of the California Test
of Personality as presented in Summary Table 1 may be summarized
and interpreted as follows:
1. There was no significant difference between the
}>articipatlng groups of pupils. The "t" of .23
was not significant for it was less than 2.58 at
the one (.01) per cent level of cwifidence.
2. In terms of the percentile index both the participating
and non-participating groups were found to be below
the norm of expectancy on personal adjtistment with a
percentile index 20 and 30 for the participating and
non-participating groups, respectively.
Interpretative STimmary on personality (Social Adjustment).—
The data on Social Adjustment Component of the California Test of
Personality as presented in Stmimary Table 38 may be summarized and
interpreted as follows:
1. There was no significant difference between the
participating and non-participating pupils. The
"t" of..72 was not significant for lb was less than
2.58 at the one (.01) per cent level of Confidence^
2. In terms of the percentSLe index both the participating
and non-participating pupils were found to be below
the norm in total adjustment with a percentile index
20 and 10 for the participating and non-participating
groups, respectively.
Interpretative Summary of personality (Total Adjustment).—
The data on Total Adjuslanent Component of California Test of
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Personality and presented in Stnnmary Table 38, may siimmarlzed and
interpreted as follows:
1, There was no significant difference between the
I>articipating and non-participating pupils#
The "t* of .23 was not significant for it was
less than 2.58 at the one (.01) per cent level
cf Confidence.
2. In terms of the percentile index both the partici¬
pating and non-participating pupils were found
to be below the norm in total adjustment with a
percentile index 2 and 1 for the participating and
non-participating groups, respectively.
Interpretative summary oh interest and activity index of the
California Personality Test.— The data on the interest and Activity
Index Test of Personality as presented in Tables, 35 and 36 and 37»
may be summarized as follows:
1* No appreciable difference in interest were found between
the two groups.
2. It appears in some instance that activities requiring
groups participation were slightly, favored by the
"participants'*.
(a) a greater per cent of the non-participants express
preference for singing in the chorus; while the




Recapitulation of theoretical bases of studhr.—The ma3or
responsibility of the secondary school is to provide educational
experiences that will assure his living happy and successful in
complex changing society.
The researcher was confronted with a problem which grew
out of the co-curricular activity program. The activity program
had lest its status because the teachers and students, in terms,
had lost their interest.
The researcher believes that the findings from this stucfy
will derive merits from an increased understanding of the true
value of the activity program.
The major problem and purpose envolved in this study was
to determine the difference, academic, achievement. Interest
and personality adjustment. The purpose was to measure cfflitral
tendency variables and significant differences, if ai^, on the
factors of mental maturity, personality, achievement of the par¬
ticipants and non-participants of the Summer Hill School.
All significant terms as achievement, intelligence,
personality, social and personal adjustment participant and
non-participant were officially defined with reference to in¬
struments used in the stucfy.
Basic limitation of the study.—The study did not call for
identification of causes and justification levels of intelligence
and achievement measured on pattern of behavior observed.
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Besearch procedures are:, The procedure steps :Ailch were
used; (a) secure permission to conduct the study; (b) pertizMZxt
literature surreyed; (c) three tests^ mental maturity^ achie^menty
and personality were administered; (d) data appropriate tabulated
and statistically treated with reference to Fisher's "f*
Local and recapitulation design.—Slgxd^lcant aspects of
the Local and Research design of this research are characterized
in the statements below:
!• Locale - The gathering of the data necessary for the
development of this stuc^ was done in the Sumner Hill
High School, CartersviUe, Georgia, during the 1963-
1961: school year* CartersviUe, the county seat of
Bartow County, is in the central south part of the
county, and is estimated to have a population of
approximately 10,000 people* The I960 census showed
an official population of 8,668, but since then the
city limits have been extended several miles*
Atlanta is UO miles southeast and Chattonooga is 80
miles northwest*
2* Research method - The Descriptlve*^urvey Method of
research, employing the specific techniques of testing
and statistical treatment, was used to gather the data
pertinent to this study*
3* ^riod of study - The study was conducted during thefirst and second semesters, and the months ef June
and July ef the 1963-1961: school year* The proposed
research design was developed and approved during the
Summer of 1963*
Ascription ef subjects - There were two-hundred and
fifty pupils in grades nine through twelve of the
Summer idu High School, Cartrarsvllle, Georgia* All
pupils were selected for the research study* The sub¬
jects chronological ages in months ranged from one-
hundred and sixty-eight months to two-hundred and
twenty-eight months in grades none through twelve*
Description of instruments — The instruments used to
collect the basic data for this research were: the
California Short-Form Test of Mental Matiurity, 1963*
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S* Form, Level The California Achievement Test
Complete Battery, Form VIXI, and The California Test
of Personalit7j (Form AA) 1953 Revision,
6. Criterion of reliability - The criteria of reliability-
used -to test the significant difference of the data
between the two groups; Participants and Non-Participants
was Fisher's "t" of 2,^6 at the one per cent level of
confidence.
Summary of related titeratiare,—The stumnary of rela-bed
literature pertinent to this study led to the selection of -the
more significant beliefs, sta-teraents as well as general
principles pertinent to the group participation in the co-
currlcular Acti-vity program which are outlined below:
1, Psychologists and Educators have formulated many
theories and definitions of In-telllgence, achievement,
and in-terest, such as:
(a) Garrett states that psychologists of-ten distin¬
guish three kinds or -three areas of In-telligence
activity - the abstract, the raechnical, and the
social,
(b) According to Vaulin, intelligence is an inborn
-tendency to learn. Teachers usually -think of
intelligence as that which enables a child -to
learn and remember,
(e) Jack Dunlap tested preferences for items in the
secondary curriculum,
(d) Dirk, in studying the reading abilities of children
concluded that the hi^er -the intelligence, the
more advanced the reading,
(e) Merrill's study poin-ted out that the slow learning
child can make an appreciable amount of achieve¬
ment if provided with materials and instruments
suited to his capacity,
(f) Betts states that appropriate materials are ob-tained
to that instruction may be differentia-ted at all
stages in terms of the pupil's level of achievement.
(g) Merry and Merry state that it is availability of
these experiences, however, when problen nust
be solyed, that is the crucial factor*
(h) Bildrith believes that school organization and the
curriculum must give increasing attention to iar©«
blems of adjustment, and that many classrooms are
contributing to rather than alleviating personality
difficulties that militate against successful
school achievement.
(i) According to Tiegs, Personality is not something
separate and apart from ability and achievement,
but including them it refers to the manner and
effectiveness with which the tdiole individual
meets his personal and social problem and indi¬
rectly the manner in which he impresses his fellows*
(j) According to Thrope, the tempermental moral and
social aspect of personality ^re Just as important
as those of more intellectual nature*
(k) IfeQiee and McGhee used two measures of personality
and the teachers ratings of their pupils for the
presence of 7-designed personality traits*
(l) Eagleson gave the Bernreuter Personality Inventory
to 100 white girls and 100 Negro girls with an
average of 19*0 and 18*9 years, respectively, in
order to make a social comparison of personality
traits* This study regaled that the only
difference is a tendency for Negro girls to be
more self-sufficient than the idilte girls* The
differences on the other scale are not reliable*
Orgsinization.— The summary of the data pertinent to this
research on the tested differences, if any, was determined on the
variables of Intelllg^ce, Academic Achievement, Interest and
Personality Adjustment between the Participants and Non-Paarticipants
in the Co-Curricular Activity program of the Summer Hill High School,
Oartersville, Georgia, I963-I96I1, and is presented in separate and
appro|wiate captions in the paragraphs belows
1* ]lisignlficantly different means were obtained on the
Language Factors of intelligence* The mean was higher
for the participants*
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2. Insignificantly different means were found for the Non-Language
Factors of Intelligence. The mean was higher for the non-par¬
ticipants.
3. Insignificantly different means were obtained on the Total In¬
telligence. The mean for the participants was higher.
U. Insignificantly different means were found for the Personal Ad¬
justment aspect of Total Adjustment. The mean was higher for
the non-participants.
5. Means insignificantly different were found on the Social Ad¬
justment aspect of Total Adjustments The mean of the partici¬
pants was higher.
6. Insignificantly different means were obtained for Total Adjust¬
ment. The mean of the non-participants was higher.
7. Insignificantly different means were obtained for the various
aspects of achievement measured ly the instruments used. All
means were higher for the participants.
The data collected, analyzed, and inteipreted are summarized in
this chapter under the following captions s
1. The results of the testing program to measure the intelligence
levels of subjects.
2. The results of the testing program to measure school achievement
levels of the subjects.
3. The results of the testing program to measure personality levels
of the subjects.
it. The results of the testing program to measiire the interest and
activities index of subjects.
5. The formulation of conclusions, isplications, and recommenda¬
tions •
Intelligent levels (chronological ages).—For the participant
group the mean was 199•kS, a median of 203.65, a standard deviation of
l5.U0, and a standard error of 1.09j whereas for the non-participant
group the mean was 206.6, a median of 206.5, a standard deviation of
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10*35j and a standard error of 1.7d* The two grotps showed a difference
between the mean of 7«lU^ a standard error of the difference between the
two means of 18*6^ and a "t" of .921 which was not significant.
(Language intelligence*--For the participant group the mean was 120,
a median of 80,3j standard deviation of 81,U, and a standard error of
1.07, whereas for the non-participant group the mean was 71.2, a median
of 70.3» a standard deviation of 11.75, and a standard error of 1.67.
The two groups showed differences between two means of .91, and "t*' of
,U73i which was not a significant,
(Non-language intelligence quotient),—For the participant groiq)
the mean was a median of 85.2, a standard deviation of 20.10, and
standard error of the mean of ll4.,3j whereas for the non-participant
group the mean was 73.7, a median of 72,8, a standard deviation of 23.90,
and standard error of 3•ill* The two groups showed a difference between
the two means of 10.7, and "t" ,35, which was not a significant,
(Total intelligence quotient),—For the participant group the
mean was 12.8, the median of 78.2 , a standard deviation of 15.25, and a
standard error of l.OSj whereas for the non-participant group the mean
was 73«2, a median of 75.2, a standard deviation of Hi,80, and standard
error of 2.11. The two groups showed a difference between the two means
1.03, and "t" of ,23, which was not significant.
Achievement levels (reading vocabulary) For the participant
group the mean, was 8.68, of 8.38, a staiuiard deviation of 1.53, and a
standard error of the mean l,09j whereas for the non-participant group
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the mean was 8.07, a median of 7.88, a standard deviation of 133, and a
standard error of the mean of ,19. The two groups showed a difference
between the two means of 2,02, and a "t“ of .301, which was not signifi¬
cant.
(Reading conprehension)For the participant group the mean was
9.2, the median of 9.50, a standard deviation of 1.97, and standard
error of the mean of 1,07 j whereas for the non-participant group the
mean was 8,lb, a median of 7.8^, a standard deviation of 1.32, and a
standard error of the mean of ,19. The two groups showed a difference
between the two means of 1,07, and a "t" of »b6b, which was not a sig¬
nificant,
(Total reading).—For the participant group the mean was 9.06, a
median of 9«08 a standard deviation of 1,58, a standard error of 1,12,
whereas the participant group the mean was 7*76, a median of 7.b9, a
standard deviation of 1,22, a standard error of mean of 17. The two
groups showed a difference between the two means of 1.99, and a "t" of
•653, which was not a significant.
(Mathematics fundamentals),—For the participants group the mean
was 8.79, a median of 8.51, standard deviation of 2.02, and a standard
error the mean of l.b3j whereas for the non-participant group the mean
was 7.62, a median of 7.07, a standard deviation of 1.28, and a standard
error of the mean of .18, The two groups showed a difference between the
two means was 2.27, and a "t" of b9, which was not a significant,
(Mathematics reasoning).—For the participant group the mean was
8.9, a median of 8.60, a standard deviation of 2,l5, and a standard
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error of the mean of 1*52; whereas for the non-participants group the
mean was 7*10^ a median of 6.95j a standard deviation of and a
standard error of the mean of 21j whereas for the non-participant group
the mean was a median of 8.60^ a standard deviation of 2.15^ a
standard error of the mean of 1,52. The two groups showed a difference
between the two means of 2.27, and a "t" of 27, which was not signifi¬
cant,
(Mechanics of English) ,—For the participant group the mean was
8,91, a median of 8,95, a standard deviation of 1,5U, and standard of
error of the mean of 1,09; whereas for the non-participant groxq) the
mean was 7•81, a median of 7,55, a standard deviation of ll|6, and a
standard error of the mean of ,21, The two groups showed a difference
between 2.12, and a "t" of ,52, which was not significant,
(Spelling),—For the participant group the mean was 9,U3, a
median 9,U1, a standard deviation of 1,91, and a standard error of the
mean 1.36j whereas for the non>^articipant group the mean was 9*^j a
median of 9*26, a standard deviation of 1.74, and standard error of
the mean of 2,5* The two groups showed a difference between the two
means of 2,58, and "t" of 13, which was not significant,
(Total language),—For the participant group the mean was 9*13, a
median of 8,7 a standard deviation of 1,95, and standard error of the
mean of 1,38; whereas for the non-^participant group the mean was 7.74,
a median of 7,20 a standard deviation of 1,38, and standard error of the
mean of 20, The two groups showed a difference between the two means of
2,23| and a "t" of ,62, which was not significant.
(Total battery).—For the participant group the mean was b.US, a
median of d.l6, a standard deviation of 1.73> and a standard error of
the mean of 1.23j whereas the non-participant group mean was U.Ol;, a
median of 7*70 a standard deviation of 1.35j and standard error of the
mean of 19. The two groups showed a difference between the two means
2,hZ, and a '*t'' of 18^ which was not significant.
Personality levels (personal adjustment).—For the participant
group the mean was 59.95# a median of 59.63, a standard deviation of
13.25 and standard error of the mean .939; whereas for the non-parti¬
cipant group the mean was 62, a median of 62.2, a standard deviation of
16.00, and a standard error of the mean of 2,29. The two groups showed
a difference between the two means of 20.8, and a "t" of .11, which was
not significant,
(Social adjustment)For the participant group the mean was 59.9,
a median of 60.U a standard deviation of lli.lO, and a standard error of
the mean 1.00; whereas for the non-participant group the mean was 58, a
median of 60.12, a standard deviation of 12.05, and standard error of the
mean of 1.72, a standard deviation of .205, and a standard error of the
mean of 1,72. The two groups showed a difference between the two means
of 18,6, and a "t" of ,72, which was not significant,
(Total adjustment).—For the participant group the mean was 112.93,
a median of 103.75 a standard deviation 11.75, and a standard error of
the mean of .83; idiereas for the non-participant group the mean was
118.9 median of 116,0, a standard deviation of 23.1<0, and standard error
of the mean of 3»3h» The two groups showed a difference between the
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two means sf 26»2, and a "t" of 123, idiich vas not a significant*
Interest and actitities index*<»The data on interest and
activities index may be sximmarized as fellows t
1* No appreciable difference in interest fotnd between the
two groups*
2* Collecting activities ranked very low in bo-tti groups*
3* It appears in some Instance that activities requiring
group participating were slightly, favored by, the
"Participants"*
(a) A greater per cent of the non-participants expressed
preference for singing in the chorus j while the non¬
participants had greater preference for playing
instruments*
(b) Flaying ball and cards ranked very high in both groups*
U* Socio-Recreational Activities ranked highest among all
activities* Sunday School, Chinrch Socials, and other
religious activities were leading ones for both groups*
5* Participants and non-participants expressed their interest
for movies and reading* Study habits were low percentage
wide for both groups, but they showed greater interest in
comie books than for school books and study habits*
Reccnmendations .—As results of the findings of this research
the following recommendations are madet
1*. That the Summer Hill High School faculty should improve the
nature of its Non-Academic Program*
2* Ihat the Summer Hill High School faculty should improve its
methods and procedures of instruction*
3* That the Summer Hill High School faculty should evaluate its
curriculum purposely for meeting the intellectual, personal,
social, and educational needs of its pupils*
U* That the Summer Hill Hig^ School faculty should plan and
work more closely with the under-achievers, the over-achievers,
as well as those achieving at the expectancy level in the
total group.
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That the Summer Hill Eig^ School factilty should plan and
work a program for training in purposeful dally living
glared toward means for attaining individual and group
goals,
6* niat the Summer Hill High School faculty should encourage
more universal participation in the view of the facts that
these activities may serve as national devices for greater
scholastic achievement and personality development,
7* That the Summer Hill High School faculty should scrutinize
more closingly the non-participant pupils and should provide
an array of learning experiences for those that would be
adaptable to their learning capacity and which would en¬
courage and reward a broad, richer participation in the
Co-Curricular Program,
Conclusions.—The conclusions are based upon the data collected
daring the research. This data were presented in tabulator and textual
form previously. The interpretation of the data yielded the findings
which provide the bases for the conduslbns which are presented as
generalized answers to the specific questions posed as the specific
purposes of this study,
1, The level mental maturity of students idio participate in a
Co-Curricular activity is insignificantly higher than those
students who do not participate in Co-Ourrlcular activity,
2, Those students who do not participate in Co-Curricular
activities tend to be somewhat better In personal and total
adjustment than those who do participate. Students who
participate in Co-Curricular activities tend to be sli^tlj
better adjusted socially than those who do not.
Implications for further research,—The findings of this study
indicate a need for more research using sample factors of age so that
educational levels can be controlled. Specific research is needed on
(1) the relationship between intelligence and achievement for students
who participate in Co-Curricular activities and also between the same
factors for those who do not: and (2) a survey aimed at discerning idiy
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students do not participate in Co-Curricular activities*
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